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Students fail 
to recognize 
plagiarism 
Colt tackles doubts at Pro Day
Chris Kosho | Daily Texan Staff
Former Longhorn quarterback Colt McCoy walks through the Halls of the Moncreif-Neuhaus Athletic Center on Wednesday before 
he threw in public for the first time since injuring his shoulder during the BCS National Championship game.
Event prepares students for EasterLow census return rate 
could a ect state funds
E-Bus moves toward stricter policies, monitoring
Derek Stout | Daily Texan Staff
Sen. Kirk Watson addresses the crowd at the Count Me Latino Census 
Rally at Casa Chapala on Wednesday evening. Watson stressed the 
importance of community members sending in their census on time. 
By Collin Eaton
Daily Texan Staff
Each semester, one UT chem-
istry lecturer has at least 50 stu-
dents in his or her classes who 
are unknowingly guilty of cheat-
ing when they use old informa-
tion gleaned from online sourc-
es to answer exam, textbook or 
homework questions.
Chemistry lecturer Conrad 
Fjetland said most of these stu-
dents — who use Web sites like 
CourseHero.com, a “social learn-
ing network” — do not under-
stand that using these materi-
als is considered plagiarism. 
Course Hero and similar sites 
provide students with specif-
ic course information compiled 
from real classes and assign-
ments. Its Facebook page cur-
rently has 265,415 fans.
“Using these sites as study 
aids is one thing, but when you 
go there specifically to find an-
swers,  that’s  when you’ve 
crossed the line,” he said. “Some 
students don’t really specifically 
understand what plagiarism is. 
That’s the most common [exam-
ple of cheating] I see. I basically 
tell the students that if you go to 
these sites and you look at this 
report, you have officially cheat-
ed in the course.”
In 2008-09, there were 1,089 re-
ported academic and non-aca-
demic cases, which include dis-
ruptive classroom behavior and 
cheating. Of those cases, 421 re-
sulted from academic dishon-
esty, which includes plagiarism 
and unauthorized collaboration. 
Faculty members who are unable 
to resolve issues with a particu-
lar student can send the case to 
the office’s Student Judicial Ser-
vices, a body that can either hold 
a hearing to determine disciplin-
ary action or give an administra-
tive disposition in which a stu-
dent agrees with the charges and 
waives his or her right to a hear-
ing. Of the reported academ-
ic dishonesty cases, 186 were re-
ferred to judicial services in the 
2008-2009 year, but only seven 
students were suspended from 
UT for academic dishonesty.
Rutgers University manage-
ment and global business pro-
fessor Donald McCabe, whose 
expertise includes college cheat-
ing, said there is data to support 
the assertion that engineering 
students cut corners more often 
than liberal arts students. McCa-
be said engineering students use 
solution manuals to solve prob-
lems in their textbooks to man-
age their time more effectively.
PLAGIARISM  continues on page 2
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TIP OF THE DAY PRESENTED BY
Turn off computers, printers and ofﬁce equipment 
when not in use. This is especially important over 
long holiday weekends, like Easter!
Source: U.S. Dept. of Energy
P P Ointernet.net 
By Audrey White
Daily Texan Staff
Starting tonight, students will 
have to swipe their UT student 
IDs before riding the E-Bus.
The E-Bus, provided by Capi-
tal Metro Transit, transports stu-
dents between campus and down-
town Thursday through Saturday 
nights for free. The swiping mea-
sure is an effort by Cap Metro and 
the University to better track how 
many people are using the E-Bus 
as well as which stops and routes 
are most popular, Cap Metro 
spokeswoman Misty Whited said. 
This will help Cap Metro improve 
services by adding stops and bus-
es where necessary, Whited said.
“When we have an overcrowd-
ing issue, our operator will ask 
dispatch to call for Q-Buses, extra 
buses we use,” she said. “Swiping 
will help us plan better, so we can 
have operators who run Q-buses 
focus on different areas where we 
see a lot of overcrowding.”
Non-students riding the bus are 
expected to pay a $1 fare or use a 
$2 day pass to ride the bus, but 
this is hard to monitor when large 
crowds haphazardly surge onto 
the bus, Whited said. If everyone 
is having to swipe, it will make 
sure those who are not supposed 
to ride the bus for free are paying, 
she said.
The information from the 
swipes will only be used to moni-
tor the numbers of people getting 
on the bus. No information will 
be collected about ages or other 
demographics of riders, Whited 
said. She also said bus operators 
will be available to help students 
line up, get on the bus and swipe 
in a timely fashion.
“We have the operators sitting 
right there to help those who can’t 
get their card through on the first 
few tries,” she said. “Our opera-
tors are really good about trying 
to speed up the process.”
In the past, Cap Metro has paid 
for the E-Bus service in what Blan-
ca Juarez, UT’s alternative trans-
portation manager, said was a 
“goodwill act to the city and the 
University.” Because of increased 
ridership and the changing econ-
omy, UT will now have to pay for 
part of the services. Juarez said 
this will increase the importance 
of monitoring ridership because 
UT can use that information to cal-
culate how much it has to pay for 
the service.
“Before, we could only offer 
recommendations for the service,” 
she said. “Now that we’re actual-
ly going to be paying for it, we can 
get leverage based on ridership.”
By Karishma Hossain 
Daily Texan Staff 
Students have prepared for 
Easter weekend with Rez Week, 
a four-day celebration at Grego-
ry Plaza that included worship, 
prayer, speakers and concerts.
Rez Week, short for Resurrec-
tion Week, has been an ongo-
ing, 96-hour event, which lasted 
Monday through Thursday and 
was hosted by the UT campus 
ministries, the body that over-
sees all Christian organizations 
on campus.
“The purpose of this event is 
to explore repentance, prayer 
and mission in hopes of under-
standing how God wants us to 
prepare for revival on the UT 
campus,” said Celia Lugo, the 
event’s coordinator and an ad-
vertising senior.
This year’s theme is “Break-
ing Ground,” taken from the Bi-
ble verse Hosea 10:12, which 
reads “Sow for yourselves righ-
teousness, reap the fruit of 
By Laken Litman
Daily Texan Staff
Calm, unnerved and confident, Colt 
McCoy put an end to all questions re-
garding his shoulder during Texas’ Pro 
Day on Wednesday.
Since doctors advised the former 
Texas quarterback to not participate in 
the NFL Combine in late February, he 
had yet to publicly show his health af-
ter pinching a nerve in his right shoul-
der against Alabama in the nation-
al championship game in January. A 
strong Pro Day performance was man-
datory for McCoy.
“I’ve been waiting a long time for 
this day,” McCoy said. “About three 
weeks ago, my shoulder was cleared 
to be 100 percent and I started work-
ing and chunking the ball deep, get-
ting my accuracy and my quick release 
back, and working on my feet, and I 
put it all together [at Pro Day]. I felt 
really good about [my performance]. I 
went out and killed it.”
Including his warm up, McCoy 
threw about 90 comeback, play action 
and deep balls to ex-teammates Jordan 
Shipley, Quan Cosby and Nate Jones 
— all former favorite targets of Mc-
Coy — and Brian Carter, a member of 
Chris Kosho | Daily Texan Staff 
Mechanical engineering freshman Travis Brack worships with hundreds of Christian students at Rez 
Week, a multi-denominational campus-wide celebration of Jesus Christ which takes place every spring 
semester at the Gregory Gym Plaza. The event concludes tonight with music and prayer.
FOOTBALL  continues on page 6
EASTER  continues on page 2
INSIDE: Find out how the rest of the Horns fared at Texas’ Pro Day on page 7
By Destinee Hodge 
& Gabrielle Cloudy
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College students are not the 
only ones late to turn in their pa-
pers. According to a recent study 
by the U.S. Census Bureau, the 
city of Austin has a return rate of 
39 percent on census forms. The 
forms are officially due today.
“It’s scaring the hell out of us,” 
said Constable Bruce Elfant, who 
works for the 5th Precinct for Tra-
vis County. “We don’t know why 
they’re not sending them in.” 
Elfant said that unless they 
know the reasons behind peo-
ple’s failure to submit their census 
forms, nothing can be done to fix 
the problem.
Texas is ranked 48th in the na-
tion, with a 44-percent return rate, 
and the state is being monitored, 
according to the Census Bureau 
Web site.
If Texans do not fill out the 
forms, the low population rep-
resentation will mean lower 
amounts of money allocated to 
the state from the federal gov-
ernment.
“[There is] more than $400 bil-
lion that can be allocated through-
out the states,” city spokeswoman 
Samantha Park said. “Unless we 
fill it out, we can’t get it.”
The census is conducted every 
10 years and uses the data to help 
the government determine how to 
allocate federal funding to states 
and the cities within them.
A 2001 study showed that it cost 
local and state governments more 
than $2,900 for each person who 
didn’t return their census forms. 
If Texas residents do not turn in 
their forms, the state will lose out 
on millions of dollars in funding 
that could go toward public need, 
including University funding.
“Two of the lowest areas [for 
census filing] in Travis County are 
West Campus and Riverside,” El-
fant said.
A major issue is that some stu-
dents who live off campus are 
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census: Failure 
to turn in forms 
could end in jail
“They’ll particularly do that 
in courses where they feel they 
know the material and where 
there is really no learning value 
and it’s just busy work, as far 
as they’re concerned,” McCabe 
said. “I’m sure [using the solu-
tion manual] starts as just busy 
work, but it becomes a habit. I 
think they’ve convinced them-
selves, for whatever reason, 
that it’s not cheating.”
According to a 2002 report 
by Stanford University com-
puter science professor Eric 
Roberts, computer science stu-
dents have made up the larg-
est portion of any Stanford col-
lege in academic violations of 
the Stanford honor code since 
1990. One of the reasons cheat-
ing is so prevalent in computer 
science is that computer home-
work assignments are re-used 
from year to year to work out 
bugs. The risk of this method is 
that students can easily access 
past assignments.
Tracy Mitrano, director of IT 
Policy, Computer Policy and 
Law Programs at Cornell, said 
the information available to a 
student far surpasses that of 20 
years ago and that it’s easy to 
just copy information to com-
plete a homework requirement.
“The availability of the in-
formation and the social norms 
of how people are using it 
have changed in such a way 
that we’re crossing a line into 
cheating and plagiarism,” Mi-
trano said.
She said the most impor-
tant step universities can take 
is to educate their students 
about the pitfalls of the infor-
mation age.
“Too much has changed that 
we haven’t kept up with,” she 
said. “We can’t assume now 
that if we just say, ‘By the way, 
everyone is subject to the aca-
demic integrity [honor] code,’ 
that everyone really knows 
what that means. We real-
ly have to talk about how stu-
dents study, how they use in-
formation technology and what 
the expectation is for original 
thought on a paper or a prob-
lem set.”
From page 1
plagiarism: Web adds risk of unknowingly cheating
From page 1
CORRECTIONS
The company that purchased 
the Texan’s printing press was 
misreported in Wednesday’s page 
six article. The company is called 
Bellcamp inc. The first quote in 
the story also misrepresented 
the company that purchased the 
paper. The company is an inland 
newspaper company.
due to an editing error, 
UT baseball player russell 
Moldenhauer’s last name was 
misspelled in Wednesday’s sports 
section.
due to an editing error, the lede 
in the Student Government story in 
Wednesday’s paper misidentified 
the status of Tuesday’s SG meeting. 
The meeting is the last in SG 
President liam o’rourke’s tenure. 
The new administration’s first 
meeting is on Tuesday.
The Texan regrets the errors.
From page 1
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FREAKY FAST DELIVERY!
12 LOCATIONS IN THE
AUSTIN AREA
TO FIND THE LOCATION NEAREST YOU
VISIT JIMMYJOHNS.COM
MONEY 
CAN BUY 
YOU LOVE
JIMMY JOHN’S SANDWICH DELIVERY!
Spring 2010
Health Professions 
Lecture Series
l i
i
Friday, April 2nd speakers:
Lauren Anseron, Physician Assistant
Donna Burkett, Director of Pharmacy
St. David’s Round Rock Medical Center
Refreshments provided
“Careers in the Health Professions”
Welch 2.224
2:00pm - 3:00pm
- Open to all UT students - 
ri , ril  r :
easter: Rez Week brings faiths together
unfailing love, and break up 
your unplowed ground for it is 
time to seek the Lord until he 
comes and showers righteous-
ness on you.”
“Transformation is happen-
ing on our campus, and we 
want to press into God and re-
spond in a way that prepares 
the way for more of his pres-
ence,” Lugo said. “We want to 
cultivate our spiritual ground 
so that revival can spring up 
and take deep root.”
This  week is  known as 
Holy Week in the Christian 
calendar, and the celebration 
is a way for students to en-
gage in the remembrance of 
Jesus Christ.
“The religious significance 
behind this event is the resur-
rection of Jesus Christ on Eas-
ter,” radio-television-film fresh-
man Kelly Johnson said. “This 
is a time of preparing for his 
resurrection and the promises 
he would soon fulfill.”
Tents were set up to accom-
modate 24-hour prayer, wor-
ship, refreshments and visu-
al arts continuously over the 
four days. Several local wor-
ship bands, including a band 
from Austin Stone Communi-
ty Church and The Josh Tullis 
Band, performed each day from 
11 a.m. until 3 p.m. One-dollar 
lunches were served at noon, 
and a daily worship session 
took place in the evening. Sev-
eral of these sessions were led 
by guest speaker Matt Chan-
dler from The Village Church in 
Flower Mound, Texas.
“Going into the 24/7 prayer 
tent helped me reflect and get 
peace of mind,” Johnson said. 
“There was good fellowship 
and a very positive atmosphere 
that allowed me to think about 
what he did and what that has 
given us now: salvation.”
This event brought together 
all the campus ministries and 
unified students of all faiths, 
Lugo said.
“I attended Rez Week events 
because I wanted to broaden my 
knowledge on world religions,” 
said government freshman Ni-
kesh Patel. “Even though I am a 
Hindu, I am interested in find-
ing similarities and differences 
between faiths.”
This event was meant to en-
courage everyone, Christians 
and non-Christians alike, to re-
vive their sense of faith, John-
son said.
Tamir Kalifa | daily Texan Staff 
A student passes by a writing-covered display during the Resurrection Week celebration at Gregory Gym Plaza.  The panels allowed stu-
dents to answer philosophical and religious questions posed by the organizers.
confused about who has the re-
sponsibility for making sure that 
they are counted, he said.
“Some students feel like ‘my 
parents will count me at home,’” 
Elfant said. “[But] federal law 
says you should be counted 
where your pillow is.”
Students in dormitories and so-
rority and fraternity housing will 
receive a census form between 
April 1 and May 15 that will count 
them under the Group Quarters 
category, according to the Census 
Bureau’s Web site.
To raise awareness of the im-
portance of turning in census 
forms, the National Hispanic Pro-
fessional Organization held a ral-
ly Wednesday to specifically en-
courage people of Hispanic origin 
to turn in their forms.
“Hispanics have historically 
been undercounted,” said J.R. 
Gonzales, the organization’s 
president. “Some people are 
very apprehensive about filling 
out the census because of priva-
cy issues.”
Gonzales said the specific lack 
of Hispanic involvement in the 
census is in part due to the fact 
that many people feel the census 
is not only irrelevant to them, but 
also risky because some may be 
undocumented or may fear their 
identity will be stolen.
These fears are unfounded 
because you are not required 
to submit your social security 
number, and because no entities 
other than the Census Bureau 
are privy to the information and 
no one can access the data for 72 
years, Park said.
The census is also federally 
mandated, so people who do not 
turn in their forms can potential-
ly face a fine of up to $5,000 and 
even jail time, Gonzales said.
Despite the possible repercus-
sions for not turning in the forms, 
for many, the concerns have yet to 
become of true importance.
“I guess I really don’t have a 
sense of urgency about it,” St. Ed-
ward’s University graduate Pedro 
Garza said at the rally. “I guess I’ll 
fill it out.”
Census workers will knock on 
the doors of those who don’t fill 
out the form, Gonzales said.
In addition to saving time 
and the harassment of being 
questioned by a federal work-
er, sending in the form will also 
save the state money in the long 
run, he said.
“For every percentage point 
that doesn’t get counted, we lose 
$83 million,” Gonzales said. “If 
we’re not counted, our money’s 
going to go to Arizona or Rhode 
Island or someplace else.”
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lutheran church-missouri synod
 red river st. (just north of ut) 
-- 
www.stpaulaustin.org
churchoffice@stpaulaustin.org
sunday mornings: 
Worship 
8:15, 10:40 
University-Age 
Bible Class 9:30
wednesday evenings: 
Evening Prayer  6
Bible Study 6:30
We welcome you to any 
of our services and activities!
You are invited to
St. Paul Lutheran Church
for Holy Week
nd Easter Services
Maundy Thursday 9:30am & 7:00pm
Good Friday 9:30am & 7:00pm
Holy Saturday Easter Vigil 8:00pm
Easter Sunday 8:15am & 10:40am
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Women
Ages 18 to 40
PPD conducts medically supervised research studies 
to help evaluate new investigational medications. PPD 
has been conducting research studies in Austin for more 
than 20 years. 
Right now, PPD is looking for healthy and non-smoking 
women ages 18 to 40 to participate in a medical 
research study. The study will require the participants to 
have a BMI between 19 and 30 and weigh between 110 
and 220 lbs.
The study will require 2 weekends in our overnight 
research facility and multiple brief outpatient visits. 
Study participants will receive up to $4000 upon study 
completion. 
Please call today to ﬁ nd out more. 
462-0492
ppdi.com
PPD
Ecumenical  
Stations of the Cross
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William Fernando Martinez | Associated Press
An International Red Cross worker gestures as he stands with military 
pilots from Brazil in Villavicencio, Colombia, on Sunday. 
Colombian rebels 
release ill hostage 
after nearly a year
Bob Brown | Associated Press
Virginia Gov. Bob McDonnell speaks at the state Capitol in Richmond on Wednesday during a press conference relating to President Barack 
Obama’s announcement that Virginia will be the first state on the East Coast to explore offshore drilling for natural gas and oil.
Interior to reveal oil lease review
Recycle your copy of the Texan!♲ ♲
By Dan Joling
The Associated Press
ANCHORAGE, Alaska — The 
Interior Department is ready to 
announce its analysis and re-
view of defects in a program 
covering lease sales off much 
of Alaska's coastline, including 
Arctic waters, according to a le-
gal filing Tuesday.
Just one lease sale has been 
conducted under the 2007-2012 
five-year Outer Continental 
Shelf lease program — the Feb-
ruary 2008 Chukchi Sea sale that 
earned the federal government 
$2.7 billion. Additional sales 
were scheduled for the Chukchi 
and three other Alaska areas.
A federal appeals court ruled 
nearly a year ago that the Bush-
era Interior Department did 
not properly study the environ-
mental impact of expanding oil 
and gas drilling off the Alas-
ka coast before authorizing its 
five-year program.
Attorney Peter Van Tuyn, rep-
resenting the Native Village of 
Point Hope and two environ-
mental groups, said Tuesday that 
judges concluded the Bush ad-
ministration environmental re-
view was "irrational." The de-
partment equated the sensitivity 
of water far offshore with coastal 
areas, he said.
That was a significant error re-
garding Arctic waters, where the 
environment and wildlife are 
driven by the ice edge that moves 
north and south with the seasons, 
Van Tuyn said.
Sea ice is a key element in the 
Beaufort Sea on Alaska's north 
coast, the Chukchi Sea on the 
state's northwest coast, and the 
Bering Sea, including Bristol Bay, 
home to the world's largest sock-
eye salmon fishery.
All three seas are on the migra-
tory paths of endangered whales. 
The Beaufort and Chukchi seas 
are home to Alaska's two po-
lar bear populations. Indigenous 
communities rely on marine life 
for subsistence hunting and fish-
ing, and some fear industrial ac-
tivity — from ship traffic to noise 
to spills — will permanently alter 
their homes.
The appeals court ordered the 
Interior Department to analyze 
the areas to determine environ-
mental risks and potential dam-
age before moving ahead with 
the five-year leasing program. 
The status report Tuesday said 
the department was ready to an-
nounce the results of its analysis 
and review, and would commu-
nicate them "very soon."
Elected officials in Alaska, 
which takes in about 90 percent 
of its general fund revenue from 
the oil industry, continue to push 
for lease sales that will lead to ex-
ploration and extraction.
Gov. Sean Parnell has aggres-
sively challenged endangered 
species listings that could delay 
drilling.
U.S. Sen. Mark Begich, D-Alas-
ka, wrote Interior Secretary Ken 
Salazar on Monday reminding 
him that drilling would create 
thousands of jobs and increase 
domestic energy production.
"I strongly urge you to ensure 
the balance you strike in Alaska 
continues a strong leasing pro-
gram in the Chukchi and Beau-
fort Seas," Begich wrote.
He also noted that successful 
development of offshore oil and 
gas reserves is key to keeping the 
trans-Alaska pipeline carrying 
oil and important for a proposed 
multibillion natural gas pipeline 
to the Lower 48 states.
A decision by Salazar will be 
preliminary. It will open a 30-day 
comment period for the public.
Department examines
Alaska-based program,
ready to release analysis
By Cesar Garcia
The Associated Press
VILLAVICENCIO, Colombia 
— Colombian rebels handed over 
a 23-year-old soldier to the Inter-
national Red Cross on Sunday in 
their first release of a captive in 
more than a year. The insurgents 
are promising to soon free a second 
soldier they've held for far longer.
Pvt. Josue Calvo had been held 
since he was wounded and cap-
tured last April. He walked out of 
a loaned Brazilian helicopter em-
blazoned with the Red Cross logo 
and into the long embrace of his 
father and sister after being picked 
up in the jungle and flown to this 
provincial capital at the eastern 
foot of the Andes.
"Joy came home again," said the 
father, Luis Alberto Calvo.
Calvo is the first of two soldiers 
the leftist Revolutionary Armed 
Forces of Colombia, or FARC, says 
it is freeing this week in what the 
insurgents call their last goodwill 
unilateral release.
The other is Sgt. Pablo Emil-
io Moncayo, who has been held 
for more than 12 of his 32 years 
and whose father gained fame for 
walking halfway across Colombia 
to press for his release.
Although the rebels had re-
ported him recovering from leg 
wounds and not ambulatory, Cal-
vo did not use the wheelchair that 
awaited him. He walked on his 
own, with the aid of a staff. But 
he did not speak — only giving 
a thumbs up — at a news confer-
ence at which his father explained 
that Calvo's mother had aban-
doned the family when Josue was 
a boy.
Afterward, the soldier and his 
family were flown to the capital, 
Bogota, where Calvo was treat-
ed at the Military Hospital for 
dehydration and was in stable 
condition, its director said in a 
statement.
Col. Nora Ines Rodriguez add-
ed that Calvo suffered three gun-
shot wounds a year ago in his 
right leg that have healed — and 
a fourth that damaged the top of 
his left knee.
Piedad Cordoba, the opposition 
senator who led the rescue mis-
sion, said Calvo was emotional 
and lightheaded during the flight 
from the village of Santa Lucia, 
where rebels handed him over.
"YES, PEACE IS POSSIBLE, IT'S 
IRREVERSIBLE," Cordoba said in 
the play-by-play of the release on 
her Twitter feed.
The FARC says it will now de-
mand a swap of jailed rebels in ex-
change for the 20 police and sol-
diers it still holds, most for more 
than a decade.
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Be an unelected SG representative, 
and make the biggest difference
By Dave Player
Daily Texan Columnist
Time to re-evaluate  
the E-Bus
LEGALEsE
Opinions expressed in The Daily Texan 
are those of the writer or editor not neces-
sarily those of the UT administration, the 
Board of Regents or the Texas Student Me-
dia Board of Operating Trustees. 
The editorial board welcomes guest 
columns. Columns must be under 700 
words. Send columns to editor@dailytex-
anonline.com. The Texan reserves the right 
to edit all columns for clarity and liability.
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Editor in Chief: Jillian “Jill” Sheridan
Phone: (512) 232-2212
E-mail: editor@dailytexanonline.com
Associate Editors: 
Lauren “The Chaste Maiden” Winchester 
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Critics of Student Government accuse 
the group of being unrepresentative of real 
student interests or toothless in its ability 
to force real change. Those claims, while 
false, are inversely related. 
Student Government exists as the voice 
of the students, whether they choose to 
vote or not. No other organization on cam-
pus can claim to represent the collective in-
terest of all students. 
Without SG, there is no formal mecha-
nism for students to petition their Univer-
sity. At the same time, SG relies on the stu-
dent body to empower the assembly. If the 
administration ceased to believe that the 
SG assembly was an accurate reflection of 
student conscience, then it would inval-
idate the work of that body. In that case, 
both students and their representatives 
would be negatively affected. 
However, there is a much more direct 
form of student representation than the as-
sembly’s capacity to lobby. While the new 
assembly may pass nonbinding resolu-
tions throughout the year, their most im-
portant vote will be one of their first, when 
they vote whether or not to confirm SG’s 
many appointed positions. Those posi-
tions are effectively the only student voice 
on committees whose decisions make im-
mediate impacts on student life. 
Events of the past year have highlight-
ed the importance of student input in the 
decision-making process, and inverse-
ly of the role of SG in making those ap-
pointments. The recent decision to repur-
pose the Cactus Cafe that has provoked an 
outcry from students and the Austin com-
munity was signed off by the Texas Union 
Board, whose membership includes two 
SG appointments. 
The Texas Student Media Board, which 
includes an SG-appointed member, is cur-
rently considering reducing the summer 
operations of The Daily Texan. The Stu-
dent Services Budget Committee and its 
two appointed positions are responsible 
for recommending compulsory student 
fees such as the ones that paid for the new 
Student Activities Centers. 
The University Area Partners serves as 
the representative organization for West 
Campus, much like a homeowner’s asso-
ciation would for a traditional neighbor-
hood. Six years ago, UAP was responsible 
for lobbying the City Council to change 
the area’s zoning codes from a three-story 
limit to a six-story limit. 
The result has been an influx of mas-
sive new apartment complexes that has 
changed the face of the neighborhood. The 
group is currently considering eliminating 
all surface parking in West Campus and 
implementing metered and permit park-
ing. Once again, the only student voice on 
the committee comes in the form of two 
SG appointments. Luckily, student board 
member Santo Brocato has promised open 
forums to gather student input before a fi-
nal decision is made, an idea that other SG 
appointments would be wise to emulate. 
Student Government is currently taking 
applications for its Executive Board, agen-
cy directors and student appointments to 
external committees and boards. The ap-
plications for the Executive Board, which 
comprises SG’s five directors, along with 
the president’s Student Advisory Coun-
cil, Student Services Budget Committee 
and the Faculty Council are due this Fri-
day, April 2 in the SG office on the 4th floor 
of the Student Services Building by 4 p.m.. 
All other applications are due the follow-
ing Friday, April 9. 
There are over 40 positions available 
for students to apply for, with jobs rang-
ing from city relations agency director to 
the Libraries Committee and everything in 
between. There are no prerequisites for the 
positions, and students do not need any 
prior experience working in SG.
Last spring University-wide represen-
tative-elect Matt Portillo was in a position 
that many students currently find them-
selves. Portillo had no previous experience 
with SG but was not content to let student 
government slide to the back burner until 
the following year’s elections. Portillo ap-
plied for and received an appointed posi-
tion on the Spirit and Traditions Council. 
Once Portillo became involved in SG, he 
sought out other avenues through which 
to represent student interests. Most recent-
ly, Portillo had a major role in the passage 
of AR 41, which resolved to lobby the ad-
ministration to maintain the character of 
the Cactus Cafe. Earlier this month, Porti-
llo’s enthusiasm was rewarded as he was 
elected to the position of University-wide 
representative and will now take a seat in 
next session’s assembly. 
“Every student is a member of student 
government,” said representative-elect 
Portillo.  
It is the responsibility of the student 
body to engage themselves in their own 
government. If not, the uninterested party 
forfeits its right to criticize those students 
who have volunteered their time to serve 
their peers. If you think you can do a bet-
ter job, then by all means, you should ap-
ply. No one is stopping you.
On the contrary, you are encouraged to 
participate.
Player is a plan II junior. 
Next week, Education Secretary Arne Duncan and the chair of the Presi-
dent Barack Obama’s Domestic Policy Council will answer questions from stu-
dents in a special live chat from the White House. One of those questions can 
be yours.
As members of the Huffington Post’s network of college newspapers, we at 
The  Daily Texan have the opportunity to send three questions submitted by 
readers to HuffPost College. The top 25 questions from across the nation will be 
filmed and HuffPost readers will vote for top questions based on these films. 
The winning questions will be asked to top White House officials live on the 
Huffington Post.
To submit, simply send your question to editor@dailytexanonline.com along 
with a 350-word explanation of why you chose that question by Thursday at 
midnight. 
EDITOR’s NOTE
Ask the White House a question
Heartened by reform
I never thought breathing heavi-
ly would lead to open-heart surgery. 
I always imagined surgery to be only 
for the old, for those who didn’t run 
miles around soccer fields every day. 
Panting frequently and feeling dizzy 
should all be part of the game.
However, the tests said different. 
The panting occurred because my cor-
onary artery was being clamped dur-
ing exercise. This led to oxygen short-
age. Apparently, during all those years 
of playing soccer, I could’ve easily col-
lapsed on the field. 
So at an age young enough to still 
have limitations on my driver ’s li-
cense, I found myself lying in a hos-
pital bed. I was in excruciating pain. 
I couldn’t move. The drugs seemed 
useless. The recovery was so bad that 
I couldn’t even remember that it was 
my mother’s birthday.
Yet, I made it. I am alive and well 
now, knowing that I will remain that 
way. I received a second chance at life, 
but only because I was covered. Had it 
not been for my insurance, I would be 
living in constant fear of the worst. 
This is why it makes me so glad to 
know that now, with the health care 
bill, no child will know the fear that 
comes from living with a life-threaten-
ing condition — a ticking time bomb 
— without the ability to receive treat-
ment. Fewer children will have to live 
with potentially fatal congenital condi-
tions. Fewer families will have to feel 
guilty for not providing their mem-
bers with their deserved shot at hap-
piness. 
And that is why it irks me to hear 
my peers demonize health care re-
form. The harshest and most vile 
words are flung at even the mere men-
tion of it. I fall into conversations with 
students bashing reform supporters 
without having a clue about the trau-
ma that came with the scar underneath 
my shirt and how crucial my excellent 
health care was to my recovery. 
I don’t understand why these stu-
dents direct their anger at people try-
ing to provide health care to others 
less fortunate than them. I don’t un-
derstand why they write on Facebook 
how President Barack Obama has ru-
ined their coverage when they can’t 
even name their provider. Party affili-
ation is fine, but my peers parrot hard-
liners without thinking of the people 
for whom this bill was made. 
I’m not just being self-centered — 
these people include students, and 
plenty of us will need to stay on our 
parents’ plans until the age of 26.
Just like the State Board of Educa-
tion should focus less on party ideolo-
gy and more on students, vocal Obam-
acare opponents on campus should 
worry less about socialism and more 
about the people who will benefit 
from this bill. 
About 28 percent of Texans are un-
insured, and almost 36 percent of 
Americans are denied standard rates, 
or even coverage at all, because of pre-
existing conditions. If my heart defect 
had been known, I probably would 
not have received coverage.
I keep a collection of articles about 
athletes who fell on the field due to 
heart problems. So far, it includes a 
football player from Plano, a profes-
sional soccer player tragically named 
Endurance and a 14-year old hockey 
player. The Plano teen strikes a par-
ticular nerve of mine, because he died 
at the age at which I received my life-
saving surgery. If students empathized 
a little more, they might realize that 
there is a reason for reform. 
Nestenius is an engineering freshman. 
It’s a familiar scene.
At 2 a.m. on any given Friday morn-
ing, hundreds of heavily inebriated co-
eds can be seen swaying back and forth 
at the intersection of Seventh and Trin-
ity streets awaiting the arrival of their 
faithful chariot home, the E-Bus. 
Once said bus arrives, it becomes a 
makeshift Darwinian field experiment 
of survival of the fittest. Students push, 
claw and, in one example given by the 
Austin Police Department and Cap-
ital Metro, crawl in order to get onto 
the bus. 
The behavior on the bus itself var-
ies from vomiting to singing Journey’s 
greatest hits, but at times it has been 
belligerent to the point of endanger-
ing  both the patrons as well as the bus 
driver. 
In an effort to curb some of this be-
havior, Cap Metro will require all UT 
students to swipe their UT ID cards 
upon boarding the E-Bus, effective to-
day. If a student does not have a UT ID 
card with them upon boarding, he or 
she must pay a $1 fare to use the bus.
Those who advocated the change 
believed it was necessary to en-
sure that the bus is used by those for 
whom it was intended. It should also 
be noted that the information from 
swipes will not be used to prosecute 
underage drinkers.
While the logistics of the plan seem-
ingly make sense as students travel 
downtown, it’s hard to imagine drunk 
students entering the bus in an order-
ly fashion at 2 a.m. At the very least, 
it would take an Olympic-level feat 
of athleticism to hold off the collective 
pushing of hundreds of drunk students 
while swiping an ID card or produc-
ing the one dollar fare necessary to ride 
the bus. 
The announcement comes in con-
junction with Cap Metro and the Aus-
tin Police Department pointing out a 
particularly disturbing growing trend 
among UT student behavior both at the 
bus stops and on the bus itself.
“We want to return to the type of bus 
we had before,” said Bobby Stone, di-
rector of UT Parking and Transportation 
Services. “We want students to have a 
good time, but it has to be a good time 
with some control to it. Let us not let it 
get to where people are being arrested. 
Let us look at it and see how we can 
do better.”
While we agree that some measures 
should be taken to curb the barbarism 
that aptly describes many late night E-
Bus experiences, we do not believe any 
plan should be put in place that would 
encourage inebriated students to drive 
or walk home, endangering themselves 
and others. 
There are more practical measures 
that the APD and Cap Metro could 
put into action to curb the disruptive 
behavior. 
The most obvious solution is for Cap 
Metro to provide more buses dedicated 
to taking students home to make it un-
necessary to worry about getting a spot 
aboard. Less congestion on the buses 
would likely result in less confronta-
tions. However, given Cap Metro’s re-
cent expenditures, it may not be imme-
diately financially feasible.
Perhaps a more ambitious plan 
would be for Cap Metro to open up its 
new red-line for students to use as a 
method of getting home after a night on 
sixth street. The downtown station for 
the line is located in front of the Aus-
tin Convention Center, only a couple of 
blocks from the most frequented bars 
in downtown Austin. The closest sta-
tion to campus is the MLK Jr. station, 
which already provides shuttle service 
to the University, although not at 2 a.m.. 
This plan would increase publicity and 
ridership for the train, while decreas-
ing congestion on the overcrowded 
E-Buses.
Finally, there is no harm in APD more 
closely monitoring student behavior on 
the E-Bus — without  making unneces-
sary arrests for public intoxication. Pre-
sumably this would discourage crimi-
nal behavior, but if assaults did occur, 
it wouldn’t take long for the perpe-
trators to be taken into custody. These 
measures could be taken temporarily 
until the bad behavior aboard the bus 
was curbed to the point of not being 
criminal. 
While exceedingly drunk people rid-
ing the E-Bus are at times threatening, 
the threat they pose is much more be-
nign aboard a bus than behind the 
wheel of a vehicle. College students are 
going to get drunk regardless of restric-
tions placed on them, and it’s going to 
take a little creativity by Cap Metro and 
the APD, and much more maturity on 
the students’ part, to ensure that they 
get home in a safe and legal manner. 
— Dan Treadway for the editorial board
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A REAL WORLD JOB TO JUMP-START 
A REAL WORLD CAREER.
The largest college media agency in the nation, 
Texas Student Media, is looking for a few 
business-minded college students to work as 
Media Sales Consultants HERE ON CAMPUS!
Do you think you have what it takes?
Find Out!
Email us and send your resume to:
jbcorbett@mail.utexas.edu
Or stop by the William Randolph Hearst Building
2500 Whitis Ave. – Rm. 3.210
Shannon Kintner | Daily Texan Staff
Architecture junior Adam Osbourne  spins “poi balls” above his head to attract the attention of fellow 
Longhorns to join his organization. Osbourne and other members of Save the Children endured the heat of 
the sun to raise awareness and end the cycle of child poverty. “It’s what we do, “ member Nicholas Priddell 
said, as he and Osbourne practiced poi ball tricks.
By Alex Geiser
Daily Texan Staff
The U.S. Food and Drug Ad-
ministration met Tuesday and 
Wednesday with radiology in-
dustry heads and experts as part 
of its initiative to reduce unnec-
essary exposure to radiation in 
certain medical procedures.
Concerns began to rise in 
February, when the administra-
tion announced its initiative to 
reduce radiation exposure from 
medical imaging. As part of the 
initiative, this week’s meetings 
focused on the administration 
gaining a better understanding 
of the ways in which radiolog-
ical equipment is being used, 
said Dick Thompson, FDA ra-
diological health spokesman.
“We are taking all the informa-
tion in, and we will go back and 
see what role the FDA can play 
to lower the risk of radiation,” 
Thompson said. “This is not a 
panel that will conclude with 
some sort of recommendations.”
But Austin radiologist Simon 
Trubek said some of the recent 
concern over radiation has been 
unwarranted.
“Medical imaging has its 
risks, just like driving a car or 
flying, but the benefits out-
weigh the risks significantly,” 
said Trubek, who has been with 
the Austin Radiological Associ-
ation for five years. “The med-
ical community takes this very 
seriously, and we do everything 
we can to minimize exposure.”
One of the processes the ad-
ministration is most concerned 
with is the Computed Tomo-
graphic scan, also known as 
the CT or CAT scan, which uses 
special X-ray equipment with 
certain doses of radiation to 
produce cross-sectional imag-
es of the inside of the body. CT 
scans produce more detailed 
images than regular X-rays, al-
lowing physicians to diagnose 
more clearly and easily. The 
scans are often used on can-
cer patients for diagnosis, treat-
ment and follow-up reports.
Although University Health 
Services at UT provides basic 
diagnostic X-rays, such as those 
used to identify broken bones, 
it does not provide CT scans. 
These are not offered because 
the University does not have 
the equipment, so UHS refers 
patients to other facilities, such 
as the Austin Radiological As-
sociation, radiological technol-
ogist Archie Baker said
According to a 2007 article 
in the New England Journal of 
Medicine, the average radiation 
dose to which Americans are ex-
posed over the course of their 
lifetimes has doubled in the last 
30 years. In addition, the number 
of CT scans obtained each year 
is estimated to be more than 62 
million, up from only 3 million in 
1980, according to the journal.
But Trubek said people should 
not be too worried. He said the ra-
diation humans are exposed to by 
everything in the natural world — 
the sun, the soil and even bananas 
— are not harmful, so basic X-rays 
and imaging scans should have 
the same limited effect.
“We live in a radioactive 
world,” he said. “We have been 
doing so for quite some time, and 
we are fine. All the X-rays that 
you and I will have in our life-
time are not going to have any 
statistically significant effect.”
But the difficulty with CT 
scans — and one of the reasons 
they are under scrutiny from 
the FDA — is that there is no 
national consensus on which 
imaging machine should be 
used or how big of a dose of ra-
diation is needed, said Richard 
Morin, chair of the Safety Com-
mittee and the Dose Index Reg-
istry with the American College 
of Radiology.
“Different facilities wish to 
have different image quality,” 
Morin said. “Therefore, some-
times, the amount of radiation 
used is higher.”
Morin, who attended the 
meeting, said one of the goals is 
to help reduce the range of dos-
es across the country.
While  Morin and others 
with the FDA are concerned 
with the inconsistency of dos-
ages, Trubek said the Austin 
association has handled the 
situation with care. He said a 
team of radiologists conducts 
a monthly review of the dos-
ages and the different proce-
dures involved with imaging. 
He and the other radiologists 
in the association use new-
er equipment with advanced 
technology, allowing them to 
keep the dosage of radiation 
as low as possible.
But patients concerned with 
the radiation-emitting proce-
dure can use MRIs and ultra-
sounds — comparable proce-
dures that do not use radiation.
FDA initiative seeks reform 
of excess medical radiation
Not your typical ribbons
By Priscilla Totiyapungprasert
Daily Texan Staff
From Japan to Brazil to the 
United States, people around 
the world are testing their 
skills of deception today by 
pulling practical jokes on 
each other.
April Fools’ Day, or All 
Fools’ Day as it was ini-
tially called, was first writ-
ten about in explicit detail 
in 18th century European 
texts, but even then, it was 
already known as a day for 
pulling pranks.
Allusions to April Fools’ 
can be found in the works 
of Geoffrey Chaucer and 
William Shakespeare, but 
these early references are so 
ambiguous they make the 
origins of April Fools’ Day 
difficult to pinpoint, said 
curator Alex Boese in an ar-
ticle for California’s Muse-
um of Hoaxes.
Economics senior Marcelo 
Moreno already got an early 
taste of jokes the day before 
April Fools’ Day.
“My professor told [my 
class] that he received an 
e-mail from the dean say-
ing we needed to have 60 
percent of our grades [for 
the class] completed before 
the Q-drop period, but we 
hadn’t done that,” More-
no said. “So he told us there 
was going to be a special 
midterm the next day and 
started mentioning all these 
problems in the book for us 
to look at. The whole class 
was freaking out.”
After five minutes of pan-
ic, the class was told, much 
to its relief, “April Fools’!”
Sally Hofmeister
Rachel Brenner
Biology sophomore
Hofmeister recalled a teacher in 
eighth grade who was obsessive-
ly fond of her seat pillow — so fond 
that the teacher would take the pillow 
home with her every day after school 
in fear someone would steal it.
One day before class, Hofmeister 
decided to fabric-glue the pillow to 
the seat, but poor timing struck when 
the teacher walked in before Hofmeis-
ter had time to flip the pillow over.
“She sat on the glue and when she 
got up later, part of her dress ripped 
off,” Hofmeister said. “She was pretty 
mad and knew I did it, but the whole 
class kept telling her I didn’t do it.”
During her senior year of high 
school, Brenner decided to prank an 
English teacher she didn’t like. After 
stealing the teacher’s car keys and 
backing the car up against a tower, 
other students parked their cars to 
surround it.
“When I walked into English, my 
teacher took one look at me said, 
‘You can leave now,’” Brenner said. 
“He had to get some big guys to 
come and move the cars so he could 
get to his car.”
Lara Foster
Mechanical engineering junior
In eighth grade, back in her home 
country of Brazil, Foster went to 
school telling everyone the Back-
street Boys had died, causing a mass 
evacuation of female pre-teens.
“The girls were leaving school, 
people were calling their parents, and 
it was just crazy,” Foster said.
Foster admitted she did get into 
trouble, but since it was April Fool’s 
Day, she was cut some slack.
Kevin Mullins
Math junior
When Mullins was 10 years old, 
his mother thought it would be a 
funny idea to cover the opening of 
the toilet with plastic wrap and put 
the toilet seat down, making it ap-
pear like nothing out of the ordinary.
“I wasn’t supposed to see it, so 
when I went to go piss, it would go 
everywhere,” Mullins said.
Mullins caught the prank, how-
ever, when the sunlight coming into 
the bathroom reflected a wrinkle 
in the saran wrap. Using the same 
wrap, he then went into mom’s 
bathroom to try the same trick.
“Yeah, I got her good,” Mullins 
said with a grin.
Advertising graduate student
Day of practical jokes
can be traced back
to classic literature 
Photos by Chris Kosho 
Daily Texan Staff 
Pranks UT students have pulled on April Fools’ Day
World celebrates April Fools’ Day 
Officials allegedly move Ft. Hood 
suspect from hospital to jail
SAN ANTONIO — The Army 
officer accused in the Fort Hood 
shooting rampage is apparent-
ly being moved from a hospital 
to jail.
Maj. Nidal Malik Hasan’s attor-
ney, John Galligan of Belton, says 
doctors at Brooke Army Medical 
Center in San Antonio gave Hasan 
a “discharge physical” Wednesday 
evening.
Galligan says he has no official 
word on whether Hasan is being 
moved. But he noted that Wednes-
day was the first day of a 183-day, 
$206,796 contract between Fort 
Hood and Bell County for a 24-
hour guard and special medical 
support for Hasan at the county’s 
jail in Belton.
A message left with Brooke 
Army Medical Center was not re-
turned Wednesday night.
Hasan is charged with 13 counts 
of premeditated murder and 32 of 
attempted premeditated murder in 
the Nov. 5 shootings.
Kan. man gets life in student 
porn model’s death.
Man who murdered porn star 
sentenced to life in prison
EL DORADO, Kan. — A Kan-
sas man has been sentenced to life 
in prison with no chance of parole 
for raping and killing a college stu-
dent who led a secret life as an In-
ternet porn model.
Israel Mireles was sentenced 
Wednesday. The 26-year-old had 
claimed he left a so-called mystery 
man in a motel room where he’d 
gone with 18-year-old Emily Sand-
er, and found her dead when he 
returned.
The Butler Community College 
student left a bar with Mireles on 
Nov. 23, 2007. Her battered, nude 
body was found six days later.
It was later revealed that Sander 
also was known as Internet model 
Zoey Zane.
Mireles testified he took Sand-
er’s body and dumped it near the 
side of a road before fleeing to Mex-
ico because he thought authorities 
would blame him for the death.
Gag order granted in Arizona 
case against self-help speaker
CAMP VERDE, Ariz. — An Ar-
izona judge has granted the prose-
cution’s request for a gag order in 
the case of a motivational speaker 
charged with manslaughter.
State prosecutors made the re-
quest Feb. 12, claiming it’s needed 
to limit pretrial publicity that could 
taint the jury pool. Yavapai County 
Superior Court Judge Warren Dar-
row granted it Wednesday and or-
dered attorneys on both sides to 
comply with ethical rules that gov-
ern their conduct.
Self-help author James Arthur 
Ray has pleaded not guilty to three 
counts of manslaughter stemming 
from the deaths of three people fol-
lowing a sweat lodge ceremony he 
led in October near Sedona. His trial 
is scheduled to begin in late August.
Sweat lodges are commonly 
used by American Indian tribes to 
cleanse the body.
Compiled from Associated Press reports
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Texas’ 2005 national cham-
pionship team. McCoy said 
throwing to them was like 
“pitch-and-catch” because the 
chemistry was still there de-
spite not having played with 
them recently.
Obviously, the biggest ques-
tion for scouts heading into 
Pro Day for McCoy was his 
shoulder.
Af ter  he  comple ted  h is 
workout, McCoy chatted with 
the NFL coaches in attendance 
– Seattle’s Pete Carroll, who 
gave McCoy a hug around his 
neck, Cleveland’s Eric Mangi-
ni and Green Bay’s Mike Mc-
Carthy.
“I talked to every coach that 
was here, and they said I an-
swered all their questions,” 
McCoy said.
While McCoy was doing the 
drills, his father, Brad McCoy, 
had his eye on the scouts’ ex-
pressions.
“I was watching the GMs 
and coaches, and after about 
five or six throws, they were 
all like, ‘OK, he’s fine,’” Brad 
McCoy said. “I thought he 
looked great. He really need-
ed this opportunity to have all 
these people see him.”
Brad McCoy said the most im-
pressive thing about Colt’s perfor-
mance was his arm’s endurance.
“He kept getting stronger 
and stronger as he went on, 
and I think that’s what a lot 
of people are looking for – en-
durance in that arm and how 
it’s going to work when it got 
tired,” Brad McCoy said. “But 
when he got tired, he was still 
very accurate, very strong and 
was stil l  throwing 55-yard 
balls.”
In addition to the health of 
his throwing arm, Colt McCoy 
said there were a handful of 
things scouts, coaches and gen-
eral managers needed to see 
from him Wednesday: his foot-
work under center, play action 
passes, accuracy, a quick re-
lease and what he was able to 
do on the deep ball.
“Everyone I talked to after-
ward said 10s,” McCoy said 
about how scouts ranked his 
Pro Day performance.
Texas  head coach  Mack 
Brown was also thoroughly 
impressed with McCoy’s per-
formance.
“He was great, but it made 
me sick about the national 
championship,” Brown said. 
“I could see him throwing that 
way for the last three quarters. 
But much like he did after his 
freshman year, he’s come back 
and he’s really strong. He had 
a tremendous amount of pres-
sure on him because this was 
the first public throwing he’s 
had since the national cham-
pionship game, and I’ve never 
seen him throw any better.”
Now that Pro Day is over, 
McCoy still has a few teams to 
meet with before the NFL draft, 
which starts April 22. Though 
he did not specify which orga-
nizations he has scheduled on 
his calendar over the next few 
weeks, McCoy said he would 
meet with about six teams 
from the North.
With all the hectic travel-
ing, phone calls and workouts 
involved in the weeks lead-
ing up to the draft, McCoy re-
ceived some important advice 
from his mentor, Peyton Man-
ning, which he said has kept 
the whole process fun and 
worthwhile.
“[Manning] said, ‘Just think 
of the draft as a reward for all 
that you’ve done in college. 
You won 45 games – more than 
anyone else. Wherever you 
go in the draft, whether it’s 
the first pick, the first round 
or free agent, that’s a reward. 
You get to play at the next lev-
el. And once you get there, you 
can throw everything else out 
the window,’” McCoy said. 
“So for me, I feel like I’m the 
best quarterback in this draft. 
Put me on the field with any-
body.”
That said, McCoy is just 
ready to get drafted and firmly 
believes that no matter where 
he ends up, he will be with the 
right team.
“I ’m not  worr ied about 
where I’m going to go,” he 
said. “The team that likes me 
the most is going to pick me 
up, and then it’s time to go to 
work.”
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Former Texas quarterback Colt McCoy was back on campus Wednesday for Texas’ annual Pro Day. McCoy, seen here rushing against Nebraska 
in the Big 12 Championship, is college football’s all-time winningest quarterback with 45 wins.
By Alex Geiser
Daily Texan Staff
Despite promises of resigning her 
seat in the U.S. Senate, Texas Sen. Kay 
Bailey Hutchison announced Wednes-
day morning that she will remain in 
the seat until the end of her term.
Throughout her gubernatorial bid 
against Gov. Rick Perry, which end-
ed in early March, Hutchison repeat-
edly said she would leave her seat in 
the Senate whether or not she took 
the Republican gubernatorial nomina-
tion. After the passage of President Ba-
rack Obama’s health care bill, though, 
Hutchison said in a press release that 
she has decided to stay in her seat.
Hutchison, a UT graduate, was ap-
pointed to the Senate in 1993 and has 
served there ever since. In August 2009, 
Hutchison entered the Republican pri-
mary race for Texas governor against 
Perry. She also announced at that time 
that she would resign her Senate seat 
following the primary election. Af-
ter losing the Republican nomination, 
many questioned whether she would 
in fact resign that seat and many, like 
Melanie Schwartz, vice president of 
College Republicans at Texas, were not 
surprised by Wednesday’s announce-
ment.
“I would be more surprised if she 
had left the Senate,” Schwartz said. 
“As our senior Senator, everybody 
should be glad we are going to have 
somebody with so much experience 
representing us in Congress.”
Similarly, U.S. Sen. John Cornyn, 
R-Texas, who had previously said 
that Hutchison should keep her Sen-
ate seat, said in a statement released 
Wednesday following Hutchison’s an-
nouncement that he, too, is glad she 
has decided to serve out the remainder 
of her term.
“Now is the time to ensure that we 
have the best public servants in Wash-
ington,” Cornyn said in his statement. 
“She did what was in the best interest 
of our state and country, and I look for-
ward to working with her in the fight 
to make Washington more like Texas.”
Hutchison’s term ends in 2012, and 
the question will move to whether she 
will seek re-election. Melessa Rodri-
guez, president of University Demo-
crats, said Hutchison’s announcement 
is a positive thing for the Democratic 
party in terms of having time to pre-
pare for the 2012 election.
“It’s not so much us waiting on pins 
and needles to see if she was going 
to resign,” Rodriguez said. “Now, the 
Democrats can sit down and map out 
a clear-cut plan to see who enters the 
race. It gives us a better opportunity to 
get all of our ducks in a row.”
Car manufacturer settles lawsuit, avoids trial
NATION BRIEFLY
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Texas Sen. Kay Bailey Hutchison will not resign 
from her seat despite earlier promises to do so.
AUSTIN — A deputy constable 
who shocked a 72-year-old wom-
an with a Taser after she dared him 
to use the stun gun during a traf-
fic job was cleared Wednesday by a 
grand jury.
A Travis County grand jury de-
clined to indict Deputy Constable 
Christopher Bieze on a charge of in-
jury to an elderly person.
Bieze used a Taser on Kathryn 
Winkfein on May 11 after she re-
fused to sign a traffic citation after 
he stopped her for speeding on Tex-
as 71 west of Austin. Video from a 
camera mounted in the deputy’s 
car captured the 4-foot-11 Granite 
Shoals woman struggling with Bieze 
and daring him to use the Taser  
on her.
The video became was widely 
viewed on the Internet and Wink-
fein appeared on NBC’s “Today.”
An internal investigation conclud-
ed Bieze did not violate any law 
or county policy, and he was  
not disciplined.
NEW YORK — A Yale University 
junior left a suicide note in his dorm 
room before heading to New York, 
where he apparently plunged to his 
death by jumping from the Empire 
State Building, police  
said Wednesday.
Cameron Dabaghi, 21, from Aus-
tin, Texas, jumped from the 86th-
floor observation deck Tuesday dur-
ing evening rush hour. His note 
said he was sorry and he would 
be jumping from either the George 
Washington Bridge over the Hud-
son River in upper Manhattan  
or the Empire State building,  
police said.
There were seven other people 
on the observation deck at the same 
time, and one person tried to talk to 
the jumper as he climbed over the 
barrier but was unsuccessful.
Dabaghi was dead when rescue 
workers arrived shortly before 6:30 
p.m. The college dean was meet-
ing with students Wednesday, and 
counselors were available at the uni-
versity to anyone who needed them.
Compiled from Associated Press reports 
Infectious disease resistant to drugs
By Nehal Patel
Daily Texan Staff
Two new tuberculosis stud-
ies by researchers at UT South-
western Medical Center provide 
both good and bad news about 
the prevalent disease’s drug re-
sistance. 
Tuberculosis infects more than 
one-third of the world’s popu-
lation and kills more than one 
million people globally each 
year, according to the World 
Health Organization.
The first study by Dr. Tawanda 
Gumbo, M.D., associate professor 
of internal medicine at UT South-
western, suggests that a com-
mon blood-pressure medication 
called Reserpine can help over-
come drug-resistant tuberculo-
sis. However, a second study by 
Gumbo shows the bacteria that 
cause tuberculosis may be resis-
tant to treatment in more people 
than previously thought. 
In the first study, available in 
the April edition of The Journal 
of Infectious Diseases, Gumbo 
simulated tuberculosis bacteria 
growth in a human lung. When 
the bacteria in this experiment 
were treated with two common 
tuberculosis antibiotics — Etham-
butol and Isoniazid — they trig-
gered a cellular mechanism that 
pumped both the drugs out 
of the cell.
“This experiment showed 
that it’s very easy for resistance 
to develop, and multiple resistanc-
es can be developed at the same 
time,” Gumbo said.
When the bacteria were first 
treated with Reserpine, which 
is known to inhibit the bacte-
ria’s pumping mechanism, resis-
tance to the drugs was drastical-
ly reduced. This drug hasn’t been 
tested on tuberculosis patients 
yet, especially because of Reser-
pine’s high toxicity level, but it is 
serving as a model for less toxic 
drugs that also inhibit the pump-
ing mechanism, Gumbo said.
In his second study, avail-
able in the April edition of An-
timicrobial Agents and Che-
motherapy, Gumbo and his re-
search team found that more tu-
berculosis patients may be in-
fected by drug-resistant bacteria 
than previously believed because 
the methods to test bacterial 
resistance to drugs don’t take fac-
tors such as height, weight, age, 
race and diet into account.
The current method to test 
drug-resistance in tuberculo-
sis bacteria was developed in 
the 1960s, Gumbo said. The test 
involves determining the low-
est concentration of antibiotic 
necessary to kill at least 95 per-
cent of the tuberculosis bacte-
ria in a patient. If more than 1 
percent of bacteria grow at that 
concentration,  then  i t   is 
considered drug-resistant.
“Every human being is differ-
ent, and we can’t continue to use 
outdated methods to test antibi-
otic resistance,” Gumbo said.
In his experiment, Gumbo used 
a computer program to simulate 
the effects of six different antibi-
otics in 10,000 patients. He found 
that the concentrations of antibi-
otic needed are lower than cur-
rently believed.
“Basically, there are much more 
drug-resistant tuberculosis bac-
teria out there than we thought. 
If we use the new concentra-
tion levels we determined based 
on these experiments, there are 
many more people with multiple 
drug resistance tuberculosis, and 
we have a bigger problem than 
we assumed,” Gumbo said. 
By Collin Eaton
Daily Texan Staff
Daimler AG, a German-U.S. 
automotive manufacturer, is 
expected to go to trial today in 
the U.S. District Court of Wash-
ington, D.C., to face charges of 
overseas bribery.
The Wall Street Journal report-
ed that the car company agreed 
to settle out of court with the 
Department of Justice and the 
Securities and Exchange Com-
mission for $185 million. The 
settlement would end both fed-
eral departments’ investigations 
into whether or not Daimler vio-
lated U.S. anti-bribery laws. 
A Daimler spokesman de-
clined to confirm that the com-
pany will settle with the U.S. 
government because the hear-
ing had not taken place at 
press time. 
According to The Wall Street 
Journal, the Department of Jus-
tice and the SEC have investi-
gated Daimler since 2004 after 
a former company auditor was 
allegedly fired for raising ques-
tions about bank accounts in 
South America. 
Car2go, a subsidiary com-
pany of Daimler, has a head-
quarters in Austin and a six-
month pilot program with the 
city. The program, which is slat-
ed to be kept or dropped in 
May, provides city employees 
with 200 Smart cars that act as 
public transportation. 
Car2go did not return mes-
sages left by The Daily Texan.
Tuberculosis study shows 
that more drug-resistant 
strains of bacteria exist
Football: McCoy prepares for upcoming draft
From page 1
Hutchison pledges to complete rest of term
Yale student leaves note, jumps 
off of Empire State Building
Grand jury clears constable who 
used Taser on elderly woman
‘‘Every human being is different, and we can’t continue to use 
outdated methods 
to test antibiotic 
resistance.”
 — Dr. Tawanda 
Gumbo, Associate 
Professor  at UT 
Southwestern
‘‘She did what was in the best interest  of our state and country.”
 — John Cornyn, U.S. Senator
Chris Kosho | Daily Texan Staff 
Car2go is an alternative form of transportation available to city employ-
ees. The program is a partnership between City Hall and Daimler AG, the 
German-U.S. carmaker that is expected to face charges of overseas bribery.
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SIDELINE
Former Horns try to impress NFL brass NBAHouston 102San Antonio 
LA Lakers 92
Atlanta 109
Milwaukee 98
Cleveland 101
LA Clippers 92
Toronto 114
Philadelphia 84 
Charlotte 103
Oklahoma City 109
Boston 104
Miami 98
Detroit 81
Phoenix 116
New Jersey 105 
Washington 96 
New Orleans 91
Sacramento 99
Minnesota 108
Dallas 106
Memphis 102 F/OT
New York 90
Portland 118
Golden State 104
Utah 128
MLB Spring Training
Minnesota 4
NY Yankees 2
Boston 14
Baltimore 6
Pittsburgh 5
Detroit 8
Tampa Bay 10
Minnesota 3
Houston 5
Atlanta 10
Toronto 5
Philadelphia 2
Washington 9
NY Mets 6
Kansas City 8
San Diego 8
Chi White Sox 1
Cleveland 10
Chi Cubs 7
Milwaukee 12
Cincinnati 8
Oakland 3
Seattle 7
Texas 6
LA Angels 11
Chi Cubs 0
San Francisco 6
LA Dodgers 2
Arizona 3
Colorado 4
Cincinnati 12
LA Dodgers 4
NHL 
Florida 2
Buffalo 6
Carolina 2
Montreal 1
 
Tampa Bay 2
Pittsburgh 0
Chicago 4
Minnesota 0
San Jose 1
Dallas 5
Anaheim 5
Colorado 2
Phoenix 1
Calgary 2
Champions  
League Soccer
Arsenal 2
Barcelona 2
Inter Milan 1
CSKA Moscow 0
Big 12 Softball
Texas State 0
Texas 8
Texas A&M 2
Baylor 2
Iowa 3
Iowa State 7
TEXAS RELAYS 2010
Chris Kosho | Daily Texan Staff 
Former Longhorn wide receiver Jordan Shipley  tests his vertical in front of NFL head coaches, scouts and general managers as a part of 
Texas’  annual Pro Day on Wednesday.
pro dAy
By Chris Tavarez
Daily Texan Staff
While Colt McCoy was busy 
trying to impress scouts with 
his arm, he was also helping 
his former favorite target Jor-
dan Shipley show off his tal-
ents as a wide receiver.
“Ship ran great routes,” Mc-
Coy said. “[The scouts] were 
really focused on him. We had 
that connection going still. 
Maybe someday we’ll play on 
the same team in the NFL to-
gether.”
Whichever team drafts Ship-
ley, and regardless of whether 
or not McCoy is on that team, 
his performance in Texas’ Pro 
Day on Wednesday helped 
ensure ESPN’s draft analyst 
Todd McShay that Shipley’s 
name will be coming off the 
draft board sooner rather than 
later.
“Shipley ... really helped 
himself,” McShay said. “Ship-
ley’s moving up. It wouldn’t 
shock me if he came off the 
board in the second round. 
Worst case would be third 
[round].”
In the first half of Pro Day, 
Shipley posted one of the bet-
ter marks in the vertical and 
improved his 40-yard-dash 
time, which is the “Holy Grail” 
of football analysis, from 4.57 
seconds at the NFL Combine 
in March to possibly as low as 
4.48 seconds. 
Despite Shipley’s improve-
ments in the measured cate-
gories, he hasn’t garnered the 
type of attention that receiv-
ers Dez Bryant or Golden Tate 
have garnered.
“Jordan is a guy that they 
all look at and say, ‘You know, 
he’s really a good player, but 
he’s not a hype guy.’ He’s 
not going to say much,” head 
coach Mack Brown said. “He’s 
not a ‘glitter ’ guy, but a few 
of the guys I was standing 
around over there said, ‘You 
know, he runs every route per-
fectly, he’s a team guy, he’s re-
ally fast and he never drops a 
ball.’ He’s a 100-percent guy, 
too.”
And for Shipley, running 
perfect routes and catching 
the ball is all that matters, not 
what his time is without pads 
First day jitters no problem 
for Texas Relays rookie
UTEP takes gold, silver 
in 5,000m on Day One
Jim Pagels
Daily Texan Staff
Texas Relays showcases some 
of the premiere track and field 
athletes in the nation, but it’s 
also an opportunity for less-
er-known runners to get their 
chance to compete.
For UT freshman Matthew 
Kutugata, the 5000 meters was 
his first race since the Texas 
A&M dual meet in January. The 
freshman finished fourth with a 
time of 15:21.65, a little over 26 
seconds behind winner Robert 
Menjo of UT-El Paso.
“It’s good to get an actu-
al race in and compete against 
other guys,”Kutugatae said. 
“But it looks like I’m just going 
to cheer on my teammates the 
rest of the weekend.”
The four-day event also fea-
tured two “B” level races on 
Wednesday, which gave ath-
letes who don’t regularly run the 
chance to compete. 
Kutugata, who was running 
at the Texas Relays for the first 
time, didn’t seem to be intimi-
dated by the large stage.
“I try not to really think about 
that,” Kutugata said. “I try to get 
out there and focus on the race.”
He seemed to have tremen-
dous support. During the fi-
nal lap of the race that conclud-
ed Wednesday’s events, a large 
crowd of his Texas teammates 
gathered near the final turn to 
chant his name.
Kutugata isn’t considered 
one of the team’s star athletes, 
but for one night, he was cer-
tainly UT’s best.
UTEP domination
UTEP is often overshadowed 
as a school in the UT System, 
but on the opening day of Texas 
Relays, its runners were over-
shadowing Texas’ on the track.
The Miners dominated 
Wednesday’s competition, 
winning two events and tak-
ing third in another. Unlike the 
Longhorns, the Miners have 13 
foreigners on their roster, in-
cluding seven Kenyans.
Sophomore Justice Chirch-
ir, one of those native Kenyans, 
dominated the 1500 meters, 
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Sophomore Isaac Murphy does the high jump during the decath-
lon on the first day of Texas Relays.
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Sophomore Laleh Mojtabaeezamani runs in the 5,000-meter race. She 
would finish in third, Texas’ highest finish for the day.
Texas blanks Texas State, 
evens series for season
BASeBALL
By Chris Tavarez
Daily Texan Staff
After its seventh loss of the 
season to Oral Roberts on Tues-
day, head coach Augie Garri-
do sees just one thing that Tex-
as has to work on for its series 
starting today against No. 17 
Oklahoma.
“We’re going to try to com-
pete,” Garrido said. “Compete 
or lose.”
Garrido isn’t the only who 
sees a lack of competition as 
the reason for Texas’ recent 
struggles. 
“We’ve got to compete ev-
ery pitch, every time we come 
out to play, practice, game — 
whatever it may be. We’ve got 
to compete to win the game. 
We’ve got to get that compet-
itive edge we had Saturday 
and Sunday, where we came 
out and we played from the 
first pitch to the last pitch.”
The Horns have lost four 
of their last nine games and 
haven’t put together a win 
streak of longer than two 
games during that stretch. 
While Texas’ bats have im-
proved as a whole during that 
stretch, with a higher batting 
average than the first half of 
the season, the improved hit-
ting doesn’t mean more con-
sistent hitting.
“We’ve been swinging it well 
as of late,” shortstop Brandon 
Loy said. “We put up a bunch 
of hits and a bunch of runs this 
[past] weekend [against Texas 
Tech]. That’s the past, but then 
again, we have to build off 
those games. We can’t come 
out and score 14 or 15, how-
Longhorns looking for competitive edge
Matt Hohner
Daily Texan Staff
Looking good is the best 
revenge.
A week ago, pitcher Blaire 
Luna gave up a walk-off three-
run home run to Texas State in 
a 9-7 Texas loss in San Marcos.
However, Luna and the 
Longhorns got the last laugh 
last night with a dominating 
8-0 win over the Bobcats.
“We had the fire in our eyes 
tonight,” left fielder Courtney 
Craig said. “We were ready to 
go on our home turf.”
The Longhorns have looked a 
little sluggish at times through 
tough stretches when they have 
a full slate of games scheduled 
for the week.
Texas played in a double-
header last night at San Anto-
nio but looked fresh and crisp 
Wednesday night. Head coach 
Connie Clark wishes she knew 
the magic recipe to keep her 
team fresh.
NFL  continues on page 8
By Ryan Betori
Daily Texan Staff
As the sun set on a pictur-
esque Austin skyline, the wom-
en’s 5000-meter kicked into full 
gear. For women’s competition, 
it was the final event of the day, 
and the race served as an appro-
priate grand finale. 
Two runners from UT-El Paso, 
sophomore Risper Kimaiyo and 
junior Kathya Garcia, got off to 
an early lead. Although Texas 
sophomore Laleh Mojtabaeeza-
mani was hot on their heels for 
the first 11 minutes of the race, 
the UTEP pair pulled away in 
the last 1500 meters. 
This served as the turning 
point in the race, and from 
there, the runners maintained 
their positions. Mojtabaeeza-
mani finished third, Kimaiyo 
edged out Garcia in the last 50 
meters for first place and Garcia 
finished second. 
Despite being the highest fin-
ish for Texas on the first day of 
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Texas 8, Texas sTaTe 0
Horns lacking consistency 
at plate, unable to string 
together long win streak
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Sophomore Courtney Craig stands at second base during a game against Nebraska earlier this season. Craig had two home runs and five RBI in a 
Texas shutout win over Texas State at McCombs field on Wednesday.
“They had a lot of energy,” 
Clark said.  “I think it’s a prod-
uct of playing at home, and when 
you play at home, you feed off 
the energy of your fans.”
Luna, who tossed a two-hit-
ter and retired 12 batters in six 
innings, had been looking for-
ward to the rematch since last 
Wednesday.
“I didn’t get overly concentrat-
ed, but I just went out there and 
did my thing,” Luna said. “Just 
try and stay pitch to pitch.”
Luna was working with a no-
hitter into the sixth inning, but 
Texas State broke up her no-
no with a blooper to right field. 
However, Luna refuses to get 
caught up in the game of perfec-
tion, instead trying to focus on 
the task at hand.
“I really don’t focus on throw-
ing a no-hitter,” Luna said. “I just 
try to stay ahead of the count.”
Craig ended the game with 
a two-run blast over the left-
field fence. Craig did most of 
the heavy lifting for the team of-
fensively, going 2 for 2 with two 
home runs and five RBI. Craig’s 
performance Wednesday night 
shows that she has fully over-
come her early-season slump.
“I think I am comfortable to 
get up to bat again, focus and see 
the pitches better.” Craig said.
“I think she has done a good 
job since we got back from the 
California tournament because 
that’s where she had really been 
struggling,” Clark said. “Her and 
coach Hill had some one-on-one 
time and worked through some 
things offensively, but it is all 
about confidence.”
Clark will look for Craig to 
continue her consistency into 
conference play.
Not only does Clark love to 
earn her victories in a dominat-
ing fashion, but she also enjoys 
when the whole team contrib-
utes.
“We clear our bench out be-
cause we have a lot of people 
who can contribute,” Clark said. 
“We had some other opportuni-
ties to get some looks from oth-
er players, they stepped up, 
and we’re happy they’re pro-
ducing well.”
From page 7
on or without the game on the 
line.
“The main thing for me is it’s 
not going to be as much about 
the numbers and 40s and all 
that stuff,” Shipley said. “It’s 
going to be more about playing 
football, and that’s what I do, 
that’s what I’m here for. This ... 
is not real football. I’m excited 
to get to finally play some foot-
ball soon.”
Number five
Earl Thomas’ number at Tex-
as may have been 12, but in 
Mack Brown’s eyes, he’s num-
ber five. With his declaration 
for the NFL Draft after Texas’ 
loss to Alabama in the BCS Na-
tional Championship, Thomas 
became just the fifth Longhorn 
in the Mack Brown era to leave 
school with eligibility remaining. 
Quarterback Vince Young, tight 
end Jermichael Finley, running 
back Jamaal Charles and receiver 
Kwame Cavil are the other four.
“I’m going to miss Texas,” 
Thomas said. “I’m glad I came 
out. There was no doubt in my 
mind that I was ready to play in 
the NFL. So far, it’s been working 
out for me.”
Everything’s been working out 
for Thomas so well because of 
the workouts he’s been showing 
NFL scouts and coaches.
“Earl Thomas should be first 
half of the first round,” McShay 
said.
Thomas impressed all the 
scouts, coaches and general man-
agers of the 28 NFL teams rep-
resented on Wednesday with 
his performance in the 40 when 
he ran a 4.35. But just as Thom-
as was crossing the finish line, 
he tweaked his left hamstring, 
which caused him to miss the 
rest of the workouts.
“I was like, ‘If I’m going to 
tweak it, I’d rather tweak it do-
ing a 4.3,’” Thomas said. “I actu-
ally was going to do everything 
over again just to show every-
body that I’m competitive. But 
when the hamstring came, I’m 
going to take it easy right now 
and try to get that better.”
Big Serg
There was no question that 
Sergio Kindle’s MVP-esque per-
formance against Alabama in the 
national championship game im-
proved his draft stock. And when 
coupled with his showing at the 
NFL Combine, he appears to be 
a lock to be taken within the first 
20 overall picks in April’s draft. 
Kindle was so happy with his 
performance at the combine that 
he sat out the first half of Pro 
Day, which involved testing his 
40, vertical and other combine 
type measurements.
“Kindle ... is hanging on his 
combine numbers, which are 
perfectly good enough,” McShay 
said.  
When it came time to do posi-
tion drills, however, Kindle laced 
up the cleats and worked out. 
Twice. Kindle performed drills 
with both the offensive linemen 
and the linebackers.
“I wanted to be comfortable at 
both, and I was ... I felt good,” 
Kindle said. 
Despite tweaking his knee 
and fighting through the pain 
during position drills, Kindle 
felt far more comfortable with 
the workouts at Texas’ Pro Day 
than he did with those at the 
combine.
“It was a whole lot different 
drills than the combine out here 
today,” Kindle said. “I feel like 
more of an athlete here than a 
track star like I was at the com-
bine. This is more football, this 
is more what the coaches want 
to see, that’s why they’re all 
here today. Running the 40 is 
one thing, but when you put on 
pads, the 40 really don’t matter 
because you’ve got to put on an 
extra 15 pounds of equipment.”
win: Luna’s no-hitter broken up in sixth
the Texas Relays, Mojtabaeeza-
mani was hoping for more. 
“I’m happy with the top-
three finish, but my time goal 
was actually off from what I 
wanted it to be, and I’m a lit-
tle upset that I didn’t stick to 
my pace.” 
Although the steady breeze 
of day one was nice for specta-
tors, the winds provided some 
difficult resistance for run-
ners. 
The UTEP duo found the 
breeze unruly, and despite the 
one-two finish, they also were 
somewhat disappointed with 
their times. 
“Our goal was to do better, 
but we are happy,” Kimaiyo, 
who hails from Kenya, said.
Leaving on top
Although the wind served 
as a barrier for some athletes, 
it worked as an advantage for 
others. This was particular-
ly true for Angelo State’s An-
dria Nussey, who took gold in 
the 800. 
“We train in a lot of wind. 
I see it as a challenge, and I 
want to go for it. The wind’s 
not going to hurt me, and I’ll 
just go through it. That’s how 
I look at it,” Nussey said. 
Nussey’s outlook certainly 
worked. The senior set an An-
gelo State record with her time 
of 2:09.51. For Nussey, this is 
her final Texas Relays compe-
tition, and her standout per-
formance couldn’t have come 
at a better time. 
“I’ve been wanting that 800 
record my whole college ca-
reer. This was my last chance 
to race at the Texas Relays, my 
favorite meet, so I’m just ec-
static. I love the atmosphere, 
there’s so much energy. And 
it’s a gorgeous campus. You 
run with the best here.”
A divisional battle
The heptathlon, consisting 
of seven different events, is 
one of the more grueling un-
dertakings in track. However, 
for Oregon’s Brianne Theis-
en, the event is nothing more 
than a day’s work. On day 
one, Theisen showed why 
she is the defending NCAA 
champion. She set person-
al bests in the shot put and 
high jump and tallied 3,651 
points. That total is 67 points 
better than her previous day-
one best. 
Wednesday’s performance 
put the junior ahead of Ange-
lo State’s Aisha Adams by 166 
points. 
Still, despite the difference, 
any slipup on Thiesen’s part 
could make for an interesting 
finish to the event. There are 
still four events to be complet-
ed, and with so many points 
yet to be scored, anything can 
happen. 
Adams is a formidable op-
ponent, and she too is a de-
fending NCAA heptathlon 
champion, albeit in Division 
II. The heptathlon will resume 
today, and the winner will be 
crowned later this afternoon. 
leading the entire race and win-
ning by over five seconds with a 
time of 3:47.44.
His brother, senior Aggrey 
Chirchir, took third in the 800 me-
ters, finishing less than a second 
behind first-place finisher Sean 
Zurko of TCU.
The Kenyan natives continued 
their success in the longer dis-
tances, with sophomore Robert 
Menjo winning the 5000 meters. 
He finished three seconds ahead 
of fellow foreigner Joonas Harja-
maki, a Finnish native who now 
competes for Lamar.
The overwhelming recruit-
ing of foreign athletes by Ameri-
can universities has been a grow-
ing trend. According to the latest 
NCAA study, over 16,000 foreign 
athletes dotted collegiate rosters 
in 2007, a 2.4-percent increase 
from 2005.
Returning Stars
Thousands of athletes from 
high schools and colleges across 
the country will gather in Aus-
tin this weekend, but scattered 
among their ranks are former 
NCAA stars now competing pro-
fessionally.
Former UT track stars Kyle 
Miller and Darren Brown com-
peted in the 5,000 meters for 
Team Rogue, an Austin-based 
track team that sponsors seven 
professional runners. The group 
is coached by Stephen Sisson, 
an assistant coach for the Texas 
women’s team.
Although the runners did not 
finish the race after Brown pulled 
out with an apparent injury, they 
hope to get back into action in the 
mile on Saturday.
“It’s awesome to get back out 
here on the [Mike A. Myers] 
track,” said Miller, an all-Ameri-
can in 2006 for the distance med-
ley relay team. “Ever since I was 
in high school, I’ve looked for-
ward to this event.”
Miller, who lives in Austin, still 
holds two of UT’s all-time marks 
with a 2:23.07 in the indoor 1000 
meters and was member of the 
record-holding indoor distance 
medley relay team.
“One of the best things about 
the relays is that they’re at home, 
so I get to have friends come out 
and cheer. It’s just a lot of fun,” 
he said.
For Miller, fun is just one of the 
reasons he decided to come back 
to the relays.
“I didn’t exactly end my colle-
giate career the way I wanted to, 
so hopefully, I can come out here 
and get back on scene,” he said.
ever many it was, and come 
out on Tuesday that week 
and score two.”
Texas will need to find its 
competitive spirit if it wants 
to take down its Red River 
rival, who is undefeated at 
L. Dale Mitchell Park.
“They’re a good team; 
they’ve won a lot of ball 
games,” catcher Cameron 
Rupp said. “They’ve always 
been able to swing the bat. 
They’ve got good pitching. 
And we’ve got to come out 
ready to play. Ready to play 
or we’re gonna get beat.”
“They’re a great team,” 
pitcher Austin Dicharry 
said. “They can hit, they can 
pitch and they can play de-
fense just like all the great 
teams in this league. We 
have a challenge ahead of 
us, and we’re going to take 
it head on.”
Despite his team’s re-
cent struggles, Loy is confi-
dent that the Horns have all 
the pieces necessary to take 
down the conference’s No. 2 
team.
“I don’t think we need to 
change anything,” Loy said. 
“I just think ... we [need to] 
come out and have fun and 
play the game like it’s sup-
posed to be played and not 
have any pressure on us, not 
worry about what’s gonna 
happen. We just have to stay 
in our element, and every-
thing will work out for the 
best.”
For Garrido, notching a se-
ries win this weekend comes 
the same way any other win 
would come.
“Throw strikes, play catch 
and put the ball in play. It’s 
a simple game,” Garrido 
said. “You can’t control it, 
you just participate in it.”
Sophomore Taylor Jung-
mann will take the mound 
for Texas tonight and will be 
facing off against Oklaho-
ma’s undefeated Zach Neal.
The Associated Press
SAN ANTONIO — The question 
for Manu Ginobili, who knows a 
thing or two about carrying the San 
Antonio Spurs on his sore back: 
Where would the team be without 
second-year guard George Hill?
“Probably five more wins, six ...” 
Ginobili joked. “Seven, tops.”
Hill, who has filled in for the Spurs 
at point guard since Tony Parker’s 
early March injury, showed his true 
value Wednesday night by scoring 
a career-high 30 points and leading 
two second-half pushes that helped 
send San Antonio past the Houston 
Rockets 119-102.
“He’s got some big shoes to fill 
without Tony playing,” Ginobili 
said of Hill, who added seven as-
sists and five steals. “He’s doing a 
great job of getting the team to play, 
scoring, playing ‘D’ against the best 
opponents. He’s been huge for us.”
Ginobili, who bounced back 
from back spasms that caused him 
to miss Monday’s loss at New Jer-
sey, had 18 points and 10 assists. 
Tim Duncan added 17 points and 
10 rebounds.
But Hill stole the show, particu-
larly after halftime. He was 4 of 5 
from the field and added three free 
throws for an 11-point third quar-
ter as San Antonio extended a five-
point halftime lead to 14 heading 
into the fourth.
In the fourth, after Houston had 
closed within eight, Hill scored sev-
en points in a decisive 13-2 San An-
tonio run.
“The whole thing was just being 
aggressive today and taking what 
they gave me,” said Hill, who was 
11 of 15 from the field. “I didn’t 
know I was going to come into the 
game and score 30.”
The Spurs remained in the No. 8 
spot in the Western Conference.
The injury-depleted Rockets’ 
faltering playoff hopes took an-
other hit with their fifth loss in six 
games.
Despite shooting 76.2 percent 
from the field in the first quarter 
and 62.5 percent for the first half, it 
took a while for the Spurs to shake 
the Rockets. San Antonio led 34-27 
after the opening period and 64-
59 at the break as Houston used a 
12-4 edge in second-chance points 
to stay close.
Chris Kosho | Daily Texan Staff
Former Longhorn defensive end Sergio Kindle stretches before his performance at Texas’ Pro Day on 
Wednesday. Kindle is expected to go early in the first round of April’s draft.
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HOUSING RENTAL
360 Furn. Apts.
LOCATION! 
LOCATION!
ALL BILLS PAID-ALL 
SIZE APARTMENTS UT 
shuttle and Cap Metro at 
entry, perfect for UT, hos-
pital folks, + shopping, 
restaruants, pool. Offi ce 
and maintenance on site. 
Extra large rooms, great 
interiors. CALL 512-452-
4366 CENTURY PLAZA 
APARTMENTS, 4210 RED 
RIVER www.apartmen-
tsinaustin.net/
VIP 
APARTMENTS
Popular 3 bdm., 2 bath, 
2 level apartments. Also 
huge 1 bdm. with double 
bath. Shuttle and Metro, 
pool, patio. 101 E. 33rd at 
Speedway 512.476.0363 
www.apartmentsinaus-
tin.net/
THE PERFECT 
SPOT
for one and two bed-
room apartments, just 
5 minutes to UT, with 
shopping, pool, gated, 
parking. Park Plaza and 
Park Court Apartments 
915 and 923 E. 41st St. 
512-452-6518 www.
apartmentsinaustin.net/
W. CAMPUS 
EFFICIENCY 
$384
Affordable housing in 
an exceptional location. 
2502 Nueces. 512-474-
0146 www.theholloway.
com
NOW PRE-
LEASING 
IN WEST 
CAMPUS
Studios and 1 bedrooms 
available for Summer or 
Fall move-in. Starting at 
$650!!! Most bills paid!
Diplomat Apts located at 
1911 San Gabriel
Red Oak Apts located at 
2104 San Gabriel
Envoy Apts located at 
2108 San Gabriel
Barranca Square Apts lo-
cated at 910 W. 26th
Montage Apts located at 
2812 Rio Grande
Offi ce hours M-F 8:30-
5:00. Please visit us at 
www.wsgaustin.com, 
call 512-499-8013 or 
email wsgaustin@ya-
hoo.com
370 Unf. Apts.
DEAN KEETON
/RED RIVER
-PRE-LEASING
Spacious 2br/2ba Apts. 
FREE catv, internet and 
parking. Quiet, Non-
Smoking, No-Pets, W/D 
conn. 1 blk to campus on 
Swisher. $1,150-$1,400/
mo goakapartments@
gmail.com 512.477.3388
BLACKSTONE 
APARTMENTS
2910 Medical Arts Behind 
the Co-op Bookstore on 
Dean Keeton All BILLs 
Paid- Yes High Speed In-
ternet and cable includ-
ed!!!! For more informa-
tion call 512.452.7202 OR 
512.845.5458
WEST 
CAMPUS 
FOURPLEX 
APARTMENT
2/1 $1050 Great neigh-
borhood just blocks from 
campus. Large bedroom, 
walk-in closet, bonus 
room. Premier Realty 
512-431-4822
NOW LEAS-
ING IN NORTH 
CAMPUS
Studios, 1 & 2 bedrooms 
available for Summer or 
Fall move-in. Starting at 
$650!!! Most bills paid!
Le Marquee Apts located 
at 302 W. 38th St 
Monticello Apts located 
at 306 W. 38th St
Melroy Apts located at 
3408 Speedway
Offi ce hours M-F 8:30-
5:00. Please visit us at 
www.wsgaustin.com, 
call 512-499-8013 or 
email wsgaustin@ya-
hoo.com
ALL CAMPUS 
LOCATIONS 
FROM $495
15 Locally Owned and 
Managed Locations. Ef-
fi ciencies to 3 bedroom 
duplx/house/twnhms. 
Some with all bills paid. 
Waugh Properties, Inc. 
512-451-0988
LARGE 
EFFICIENCY
West campus, walk to 
drag, fenced back, pets-
OK. $595 Available Now. 
CB Agent Colleen: 350-
3787                  x ID 2912992
390 Unf. Duplexes
BARKLEY 
HOUSES
Pre-leasing duplexes in 
the UT area. Each unit 
is turn of the century to 
1940’s vintage with char-
acter and style. Owner 
managed. 512-472-2123
www.barkleyhouses.com
420 Unf. Houses
HOUSE FOR 
RENT
Hyde Park; 602 Fair-
fi eld; Close to UT & bus 
line. 3-4 renters; appli-
ances; lg yard; quiet 
neighborhood; NO 
Pets; NO Smokers; bur-
lar alarm; great land-
lady; Call 414.708.8898; 
262.569.9303
440 Roommates
WALK TO UT!
Large furnished rooms, 4 
blocks from UT-Fall pre-
lease. Private bath, large 
walk-in closet. Fully 
equipped, shared kitch-
en and on-site laundry. 
Central air, DSL, all bills 
paid. Private room from 
$510/mo. Quiet, non-
smoking. For pictures, 
info, apps. visit www.
abbey-house.com or Call 
512-474-2036.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
560 Public Notice
IT’S THE 
END OF THE 
WORLD
(as we’ve come to know it)
Very soon, one titanic 
person prophesied by all 
the major world religions 
will speak to everyone. 
He will inspire humanity 
to see itself as one fam-
ily & to rebuild the world 
based upon the prin-
ciples of cooperation, 
sharing, justice, broth-
erhood, & love. He will 
not endorse any religion 
over any other, nor will 
He work as a religious 
fi gure.
Under His inspiration, 
mankind will wipe the 
scourges of political 
corruption, war, hunger, 
poverty, & environmen-
tal degradation, from the 
face of the Earth.
Read all about it! www.
Share-International.org
SERVICES
730 Home Repair
J. H. G. 
HANDYMAN 
SERVICE
Fence Installation & Re-
pairs, Mold & Mildew 
Remediation, Carpentry 
Drywall, Tape & Float, 
Painting, Ceramic Tile, 
Plumbing, Power Wash-
ing, Roofi ng, Masonry 
Work. 512.579.1643
760 Misc. Services
WANT A 
ROCKED OUT 
PAD?
Blah to bling budget 
based interior decor.
pennyrichINTERIORS.
com Call 512.547.7442
EDUCATIONAL
580 Musical Instruction
GUITAR 
LESSONS BY 
ANDREW
Played for over 10 years. 
Taught personalized les-
sons for 3 and have noth-
ing but happy students. 
Laid back. $15 a lesson 
Lessons in blocks of 4. 
Check the link for more 
details 281-638-3979
590 Tutoring
CAN YOU 
TUTOR
a child of 13yr Old? I seek 
an experienced teacher 
to tutor my 13yr old 
daughter, She’s home 
schooling 7th grader, 
shy but well behaved. All 
classes would begin be-
tween 9AM - 7PM, each 
lesson last 60 mins and 
All Instructions will take 
place at the local library 
or my home, 3 days a 
week within fl exible 
hours. Subjects include: 
Mathematics, English 
Reading & Science. “$45 
per hour”. If Interested, 
send your resume by 
emailing to “bmills190@
aol.com”
EMPLOYMENT
766 Recruitment
TELENET-
WORK IS 
CURRENTLY
seeking qualifi ed ap-
plicants to work in our 
Austin or San Marcos 
Call Center who are able 
to provide excellent 
customer service and 
technical support to end 
users all over the US. We 
offer paid training, fl ex-
ible scheduling, FT ben-
efi ts, and a relaxed at-
mosphere. Apply online 
today at telenetwork.
com/careers.html
NEW TODAY! 
AT&T HIRED 
US!
Now We Want You!
15 outside order takers 
Needed! $600-$1000/wk.
Full training Call 512-541-
4669
790 Part Time
KENNEL HELP
needed at small animal 
veterinary clinic. Af-
ternoon/Evening Shift. 
Apply in person MTWF 
4-7PM. 2400 E Oltorf, 
Suite 10-A. 512-444-3111
SURVEY TAK-
ERS NEEDED:
Make $5-$25 per survey. 
GetPaidToThink.com
ARCHIVING
Student wanted for cata-
loging project, must 
touch-type English. Da-
tabase management, MS 
word & German helpful. 
512.705.4640 hlayk42@
gmail.com
$10-$12 PER 
HOURS
Active fun loving, ath-
letic male, preferable a 
tall individual who in-
terested in working with 
adults with Autism and 
deal with challenging 
behaviors. 4/hrs a day, 
Mon.-Fri. afternoon. 
512.413.7592 awms44@
yahoo.com
791 Nanny Wanted
FT, PT NAN-
NIES AND 
BABYSITTERS
and housekeepers need-
ed in Austin. Flexible hrs, 
great pay $10/hr+!
Must have childcare ref-
erences. Apply online at 
www.mbfagency.com
800 General Help Wanted
BARTENDING! 
$300/DAY 
POTENTIAL
No experience neces-
sary. Training provided. 
Age 18+. 800-965-6520 
ext 113
STUDENTPAY-
OUTS.COM
Paid Survey Takers 
Needed In Austin. 100% 
FREE To Join! Click On 
Surveys.
EARN EXTRA 
MONEY
Students needed ASAP. 
Earn up to $150 per day 
being a Mystery Shop-
per. No Experience Re-
quired. Call 1-800-722-
4791
EARN $1000-
$3200
A month to drive our 
brand new cars with ads 
placed on them. www.
YouDriveAds.com
FT & PT 
TEACH-
ING PO-
SITIONS
Get your education, 
training and experience 
now! Hiring FT Summer 
Camp, Swim Instructors 
& PT subs at all loca-
tions. Flexible sched-
ules, great perks! www.
steppingstoneschool.
com/employment.html 
Apply online.
WED-
DING 
FLORIST 
ASSIS-
TANT
Part time/Seasonal. 
Must be able to carry 
35lbs. Floral design a 
plus, Monday, Wednes-
day, Friday, Saturday. 20 
hours. Clean driving re-
cord. 512-293-9686
850 Retail
STORE 
HOSTESS
EMERALDS has a week-
end (FRI-SAT-SUN) op-
portunity available. 
Bring your big smile to 
624 N. Lamar.
875 Medical Study
GETTING 
MARRIED 
SOON?
Recently Married? You 
may be eligible to par-
ticipate in a study for 
understanding how cou-
ples adjust to the early 
years of marriage. We 
are looking for couples 
entering their fi rst mar-
riage and who currently 
have no children. Eligible 
couples can receive up 
to $445 for participating! 
Please contact The Aus-
tin Marriage Project at 
The University of Texas 
512.475.7504
890 Clubs-Restaurants
BARTENDERS 
NEEDED
No exp. necessary, will 
train. Earn $250 per shift. 
Call now 512-364-0289
SERVERS-GREAT HRS 
FOR STUDENTS Long-
horn Village is seeking 
PT servers to work in our 
various dining venues. 
We offer a great work-
ing environment with 
no late hours! Hours are 
4:30p.m.-9p.m. Must be 
comfortable working 
weekends and holidays. 
Apply online or in person 
at 501 N. Quinlan Park 
Road 78732. 512-266-
5600 
870 Medical
800 General Help Wanted790 Part Time370 Unf. Apts.360 Furn. Apts.
CLASSIFIEDS
ADVERTISING TERMS There are no refunds or credits. In the event of errors made in 
advertisement, notice must be given by 10 am the first day of publication, as the pub-
lishers are responsible for only ONE incorrect insertion. In consideration of The Daily 
Texan’s acceptance of advertising copy for publication, the agency and the advertiser 
will indemnify and save harmless, Texas Student Media and its officers, employees and 
agents against all loss, liability, damage and expense of whatsoever nature arising out of 
the copying, printing or publishing of its advertisement including without limitation rea-
sonable attorney’s fees resulting from claims of suits for libel, violation of right of privacy, 
plagiarism and copyright and trademark infringement. All ad copy  must be approved by 
the newspaper which reserves the right to request changes, reject or properly classify an 
ad. The advertiser, and not the newspaper, is responsible for the truthful content of the 
ad. Advertising is also subject to credit approval.
     Self-serve, 24/7 on the Web at www.DailyTexanOnline.com
THE DAILY TEXAN
ad r
uns
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or  
FRE
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word
 ads 
only
Contact Joan at 512-232-2229 or email joanw@mail.utexas.edu
Campus
ADVER
TISE 
YOUR 
STUDE
NT
ORGA
NIZAT
ION! CORKBOARD
Weekly Rates:
$100 – Large
$50 – Medium
$25 – Small
350 Rental Services
All Transportation, Announcement, Services & 
Merchandise ads are 50%off  regular rates and appear 
online at no charge unless you opt for enhancements 
which will incur additional nominal charges. 
For more information or assistance please call 
Classifi ed Clerk at 512-471-5244 
or email classifi eds@dailytexanonline.com RECYCLERECYCLE
every week!
clip and save!
super tuesday
COUPONS
CLASSIFIEDSday, month day, 2008 3B
1
EFF. & 1-2-3-4-BDRMS
Now Preleasing!
Starting at $199 per RM.
Point South 
& Bridge Hollow 444-7536
• Gated 
Community
• Student Oriented
• On UT Shuttle 
Route
• Microwaves
• Sand & Water 
Volleyball
• Vaulted Lofts w/
Ceiling Fans
• 6 Min. to Down-
town & Campus
• Free DVD Library
• Spacious Floor 
Plans & Walk-in 
Closets
• 2 Pools w/
Sundecks
1910 Willow Creek - Models Available
AUSTIN 
APART. 
ASSOC. 
PROPERTY 
OF THE 
YEAR!
Pointsouthbridgehollow.com
Donors average $150 per specimen.
Apply on-line
www.123Donate.com
Seeks College-Educated Men
18–39 to Participate in a
Six-Month Donor Program
Men and Women
18 to 45
Up to $2500
Healthy & Non-Smoking
BMI between 19 and 32
Fri. 9 Apr. through Sun. 11 Apr.
Fri. 16 Apr. through Sun. 18 Apr.
Fri. 23 Apr. through Sun. 25 Apr.
Fri. 30 Apr. through Sun. 2 May
Outpatient Visits: 6 May
PPD Study
Opportunities
462-0492 • ppdi.com
PPD conducts medically supervised re-
search studies to help evaluate new in-
vestigational medications.  PPD has been 
conducting research studies in Austin 
for more than 20 years.  The qualiﬁ ca-
tions for each study are listed below.  You 
must be available to remain in our facil-
ity for all dates listed for a study to be 
eligible.  Call today for more information.
875 Medical Study875 Medical Study
370 Unf. Apts.370 Unf. Apts.
PICK UP 
DT WEEKEND
EVERY THURSDAY
to get all your weekly Austin entertainment news.
By Radhika Sakalkale
Daily Texan Staff
Due to insufficient funding, 
the Perry-Castañeda Library will 
no longer lend out its laptops to 
students.
Previously, when laptops 
failed, money would be allocat-
ed to fix them. But now, the ma-
chines are showing signs of old 
age, said Suzanne McAnna, head 
librarian of circulation services.
“Many of them are sort of Fran-
kensteins,” McAnna said. “It has 
just gotten to the point where we’ve 
gotten fewer and fewer to work.”
Laptop checkout at the PCL 
was established in 2003 and al-
lowed for students to check 
out laptops for 24 hours during 
weekdays. The laptop service 
was discontinued Wednesday.
The service proved to be pop-
ular among students, with 554 
laptops checked out in the past 
month, said Stephen Littrell, 
head access services and public 
affairs librarian.
“Almost all of the laptops are 
checked out almost all of the 
time, and we had as many as 28 
or so [laptops at one point]. We 
don’t have that many any more,” 
McAnna said. “We have fewer 
than a dozen left.”
Funding was requested but 
denied twice from the Informa-
tion Technology Advisory Com-
mittee, Littrell said.
“You know how it is with tech-
nology. You have to upgrade, 
and you have to repair, and there 
just aren’t funds,” McAnna said. 
“The library has requested fund-
ing more than once but hasn’t 
gotten it.”
There are no plans to trans-
fer the laptops from the PCL to 
a new location, and the remain-
ing machines will likely be sur-
plused or disposed of, McAn-
na said.
“I don’t know if anyone would 
want these laptops. They’re pret-
ty clunky,” she said.
Two other laptop checkout 
services are still available. Stu-
dents can check out laptops 
from the Fine Arts Library sev-
en days a week, and the Flawn 
Academic Center has 75 Macs 
and PCs available to students, 
Littrell said.
PCL ends laptop checkout service 
By Nehal Patel
Daily Texan Staff
After several delays, Student 
Government passed a resolution 
Tuesday night in support of a pro-
posal by the Student Friends of the 
Cactus Cafe to keep the cafe open. 
The proposal, along with two oth-
ers, was submitted at the Feb. 26 
Texas Union Board meeting to sug-
gest ideas about the cafe’s future.
The proposal, by Student 
Friends of the Cactus Cafe, an 
organization created in February 
to help keep the cafe open, has 
three main points: Preserve the 
cafe’s daily operations and per-
formances, increase student op-
portunities and support for the 
venue and make the cafe prof-
itable and sustainable by using 
third-party organizations — such 
as Friends of the Cactus Cafe — 
to help with funding, said Zach 
Bidner, co-founder of the group 
and government senior.
“There is no reason for the 
Cactus to be losing money,” Bid-
ner said. “We believe there is a 
lot of unrealized potential reve-
nue, and there is no reason why 
profit increases can’t continue, 
especially with the publicity the 
cafe is getting now.”
A second proposal by the Uni-
versity Unions Student Events 
Center is based on the original de-
cision to close the cafe and focuses 
on student use of the cafe space. It 
calls for the creation of a new stu-
dent organization that would help 
UT students and registered stu-
dent organizations perform and 
host events at the cafe, said theater 
junior Andrew Nash, president 
of the Student Events Center and 
member of the Union Board.
A third proposal was submit-
ted by management junior Tay-
lor Steinberg and communica-
tion studies senior John Meller. 
The proposal suggests creating 
a student committee that would 
be supervised by an experienced 
music or event industry profes-
sional to give students experi-
ence in promoting and adminis-
trating special events.
“Our proposal maintains the 
business aspect of the cafe and 
integrates an academic program 
that has professional opportuni-
ties for students,” Steinberg said.
The Union Board has asked 
Vice President for Student Af-
fairs Juan Gonzalez to review 
the three proposals and present 
recommendations at the April 30 
board meeting.
“The board doesn’t have the 
final say in the situation,” Nash 
said. “We’re hoping [Gonzalez] 
will present something that will 
solve the student involvement 
issue, budget problem, address 
community needs and their use 
of the cafe and continue the tra-
ditions of the cafe.”
Derek Stout | Daily Texan Staff
Jasmin Lupercio, a health promotions senior and student worker at 
the PCL circulation desk, inspects a laptop Wednesday afternoon at 
the PCL. Wednesday was the last day the PCL will check out laptops for 
student and faculty use. 
SG passes group proposal 
to keep Cactus Cafe open
PROPOSALS
Proposal 1
Who: Student Friends of the Cactus Cafe
What: Preserve the cafe’s daily operations by keeping the cafe 
and bar open six days a week with performances by professional 
musicians. Create internships for students to work with 
professionals in the music and entertainment industry. Student 
musicians could also be selected by a talent-search process to open 
for professional acts. Make the cafe profitable and sustainable by 
asking third-party organizations to help with funding.
Proposal 2
Who: Student Events Center
What: If the cafe does close, proposal calls for creation of a new 
organization under the SEC to help registered student organizations 
plan events at the cafe. The SEC is a neutral party and does not 
oppose or support the closure of the cafe.
Proposal 3
Who: Taylor Steinberg and John Meller
What: Create a student committee that would be supervised by 
an experienced professional and manage booking, production, 
promotion and administration of special events at the cafe. Regular 
Cactus artists could still perform but would have to book their 
performances through students.
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from a different point of view, is a 
fantastic way for readers to delve 
deeper into the thoughts of each 
character.
The beginning of the novel gives 
an interesting glimpse into mar-
riage and parenthood, and Hedg-
es never glosses over the realities 
of either. Around the middle of the 
novel, the plot unfortunately turns 
into a soap opera-esque drama, 
which makes it seem that Hedg-
es has written the novel simply to 
sell the film rights, which may be a 
good thing. “The Heights” would 
make a much better romantic 
dramedy than work of literature.
Grade B-
ing the draped back to catch the 
air and open up like wings unfurl-
ing. Wong created the mushroom 
cloud inkblot inspired print that 
will be used for the final look in 
her collection, Rorschach.
“It’s really exciting to bring your 
inspiration forward in a more 
prominent way,” Wong said after 
modeling the jacket. “It’s not like 
Alex is going to go out and find a 
fabric with bird feathers or ‘Long 
Live McQueen’ on it.”
For textiles and apparel senior 
and designer Jackie Williamson, 
these personal touches took the 
form of something from her child-
hood — the state fish of Hawaii. 
Williamson, who had to move ev-
ery five years because her father 
was in the military, spent kinder-
garten through fourth grade there 
and developed a love for bright 
colors.
Her print 
juxtaposes 
abstract col-
or blocks of 
striking trop-
ical blues, 
oranges and 
greens with 
b l o c k s  o f 
taupe. She 
says her col-
lection also 
captures a 
certain sex-
iness, using 
a satin cor-
set with her 
digital print underneath a more 
structured business jacket.
“When I think of beaches, I 
know what a tropical, exotic beach 
is,” Williamson said, while sur-
rounded by her bold fabric. “So 
when I’ve gone 
to other places 
like Seattle or Or-
egon or even in 
Texas, the beach-
es aren’t like 
beaches. They’re 
like rocks.”
Wi l l i a m s o n 
also listed some 
of the perils of us-
ing digital prints. 
While sending 
off her design 
to separate Web 
sites depending 
on which fabric 
she wanted, she learned that not 
all of her fabrics’ colors matched. 
Nevertheless, the fact that her 
tropical orange looked more like a 
tropical red didn’t set her back.
King, on the other hand, faced 
several delays in shipping, not re-
ceiving her fabric until Saturday 
and having to craft her jacket by 
Tuesday. Although she paid a lit-
tle more to have hers made by an 
industry printer who makes fab-
rics for Broadway musicals, she 
said she was more like “some stu-
dent who didn’t have a high pri-
ority.”
“My print was off-grain,” King 
said, referring to prints made go-
ing along the lines of the fabric. 
“Luckily, it was a drapey thing, 
but if it was a structured garment, 
it would have looked terrible.”
King and the other designers re-
mained enthusiastic about being 
able to fully show their vision at 
the fashion show.
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show: Excitement overshadows ‘perils’
Shannon Kintner | Daily Texan Staff 
Liz Wong, above, along with Alexandra King and Jackie Williamson, all brought their creations to life by using a computer program to design 
fabrics. Each sought different inspirations to create their own designs.
From page 12
most. They share a liking for mock-
ery, often of one another, which is 
how the company got its start.
After a night of his usual “drunk-
and-bitch sessions” with Kristin, they 
discussed the idea of snide cookie 
cakes. She showed up the next morn-
ing at work with a cake that said, 
“Suck it.” Instead of taking offense, 
Adam says he remembers how hap-
py it made him to see an insulting 
cookie cake delivered to him.
“I think that Say It With Cook-
ie Cake definitely speaks to part of 
Adam’s personality,” Kahlich says. 
“He’s oftentimes disarmingly witty, 
where it takes you a few seconds to 
even understand the joke. So while 
you’re uncontrollably laughing, 
you’re also trying to figure out how 
he came up with it so quickly.”
Oddly enough, once he starts 
self-analzying and talking about 
his lack of sleep, he seems to relax, 
crossing his feet into a more com-
fortable position. When asked if he 
is sarcastic like the comments on 
the cake, he questions himself be-
fore jumping into a discussion on 
absurdity and irony.   
“I think there are enough people 
that are in on the joke to see that no 
matter what you are writing on a 
hateful cookie cake, that is an act of 
love. It’s a total love-hate thing, and 
that is what strikes me as this really 
absurd thing that I love. It’s ironic 
more than it is sarcastic, and I think 
I am ironic more than I am sarcas-
tic ... ” he says. After a long pause, 
he adds, “I don’t know where I am 
going with this.”
As the interview winds down, he 
relaxes, allowing himself to laugh. 
His speech speeds up, and there 
is less of a thought process about 
word choice, allowing his bizarre 
wit to come through.
“We want people to think of us 
as the go-to place for the birthday 
when ‘Happy birthday, old chum’ 
won’t do,” he says, “and for the 
anniversary where ‘I love you’ 
isn’t going to cut it.”
heights:  Despite promising start,
story transforms into soap opera
cake: Cookie business reflects
owner’s dry, ironic personality
From page 12
From page 12
Music: Hockey should bring lively
show to accompany your cold beer
Still, Hockey seems like one of 
those bands that will only get bet-
ter with time.   
Hockey plays at Emo’s on Friday, 
so if you are at home watching re-
runs of “Dancing with the Stars,” put 
down the remote and be adventur-
ous. The band may not bring much 
originality to the table, but its sound 
will still have you jumping up and 
down with a nice cold beer in your 
hand, assuming you are of age.   
From page 12
‘‘It’s really exciting to bring your inspiration forward in a more 
prominent way.”
 — Liz Wong 
Textiles and 
apparel senior
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Your job as a board member?
• Adopt annual budget
• Review monthly income and expenses
• Select KVRX station manager, TSTV station 
manager, Texas Travesty and Cactus Yearbook 
editors, The Daily Texan managing editor
• Certify candidates seeking election to TSM 
board and for The Daily Texan editor
• Review major purchase requests
Time Commitment?
• About ﬁ ve hours per month (one meeting, 
reading before meeting, committee work).
THIS BOARD OVERSEES THE LARGEST 
STUDENT MEDIA PROGRAM IN THE 
UNITED STATES.
APPLY THIS SEMESTER
APPLICATION INFO
Pick up an application at the Hearst Student 
Media building (HSM), 25th and Whitis Ave, 
Room 3.304, or print the application from our 
website: http://www.utexas.edu/tsm
The Board will make the appointment at their 
meeting at 2p.m. on Friday, April 25, 2010, in 
the College of Communication (CMA), LBJ 
Room #5.160, 2600 Whitis Avenue
Deadline is noon on Tuesday, April 20, 2010
The Texas Student Media Board of 
Operating Trustees has an opening for 
one at-large student board member 
to ﬁ ll an unexpired term from June 
2010 to May 2011.
Editor’s Note: This is the fourth in 
a bimonthly series looking into the 
lives of students who help shape the 
city of Austin.
By Amber Genuske
Daily Texan Staff
Adam Avramescu is wander-
ing around the lobby of the Union 
in neon-striped Adidas sneakers 
that heavily contrast his ensemble 
of blue clothing — navy blue cot-
ton blazer, light blue oxford top 
and blue jeans. He is holding a 
silver tray full of cookie cake dec-
orated with blue and white icing. 
Written on the cake is a phrase 
not often iced onto confectionery 
treats — “Bite me.”
The rectangular chocolate-chip-
cookie cake is a product of Adam’s 
make-shift baked-goods delivery 
company, Say It With Cookie Cake. 
“We have all had our moments 
in life where we just want to lash 
out and say the things that we 
couldn’t say — and, of course, 
if you say that to someone’s face, 
that gets you slapped or fired or 
... ” he trails off, thinking as he 
scratches his neck, “Dumped. I 
just thought, why not just say it 
with cookie cake? Why not have a 
venue to say the things you can’t 
say yourself in this really absurd 
and delicious way?”
Whether it is ironic, sarcastic or 
absurd, any message can be iced 
onto the cakes — with the excep-
tions of hate speech, because they 
will not bake a hate crime. The $20 
cakes are baked on a made-to-or-
der-basis out of various commer-
cial kitchens and hand delivered 
by Adam himself. Though he fre-
quently ices the classic “eat me” or 
typical “I love you,” Adam says his 
favorite delivery was for a couple.
“My favorite by far was a cou-
ple who, without knowing it, both 
ordered cookies 
cakes for each 
other for Valen-
tine’s Day,” he 
says. “His said, 
‘You’re okay I 
guess’ and hers 
said, ‘Who fart-
ed?’ I said, ‘You 
are a very lucky 
couple to have 
such exquisite 
tastes in cookie 
cakes.’”
T h e  i n t e r -
view moves out-
side to the pa-
tio chairs of the Starbucks in the 
West Mall on a humid but breezy 
spring night. Adam assumes his po-
sition in his chair and barely moves, 
with the exception of the occasional 
nose, head or 
neck scratch. 
He seems tim-
id, almost rig-
id, thinking 
about every 
single word he 
says, picking 
them careful-
ly to reflect his 
English and 
rhetoric with 
English hon-
ors and liberal 
arts honors — 
a Plan I degree 
from UT.
He starts talking about the mu-
sic scene in Denton, a place he often 
visited with his Colleyville band, 
Fish Boy. On top of Cookie Cake, 
which launched a month ago, and 
Fish Boy, Adam also plays with lo-
cal band Minorcan and works full 
time at educational company Banc-
Vue as an instructional designer 
developing curriculum.
Before BancVue, Adam worked 
at Enspire Learning — he notes that 
he has never been able to hold a job 
with a company that could spell 
its name right — where he met his 
cookie-cake co-pilots, Kristin Kahl-
ich and Alex Kasavin. He says they 
are “two of the most,” again choos-
ing his words, “fiercely — I don’t 
even know what adjective I want 
to put on that — but very fierce.”
It is obvious that these are the 
people with whom Adam associates 
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Editor’s Note: This is the first in 
a series that highlights trends in the 
upcoming UT fashion show which 
will be held on April 29 at 8 p.m. in 
the Frank Erwin Center.
By Gerald Rich
Daily Texan Staff
Deep blue and black contrast-
ed by light blue and grey mush-
room clouds spill across fabric, 
dripping over one another like 
a Rorschach inkblot test. This is 
one kind of unique, design that 
digital prints allows.
Digital prints, or prints that 
designers create using Photo-
shop or Illustrator, are a grow-
ing trend, allowing designers to 
further develop their garments 
from start to finish. According to 
some UT senior designers, this 
year’s senior textiles and appar-
el fashion show, “High Voltage,” 
will feature more digital prints 
than ever before.
Each year, the show brings 
hundreds of people to the Frank 
Erwin Center, helping to launch 
the seniors’ careers and later 
earning them awards from the 
school based on their designs.
Famously innovative UK 
fashion designer Alexander Mc-
Queen, who died in February, 
most notably used digital prints 
in his spring 2010 ready-to-wear 
collection, giving his fabrics an 
almost reptilian and complex 
appearance with intricate pat-
terns like butterfly’s wings.
It was McQueen’s work, 
which was often inspired by 
birds, that in turn inspired se-
nior textiles and apparels ma-
jor Alex King to create her line, 
Birds of Paradise.
The phrase “Long Live Mc-
Queen” is printed subtly on her 
jacket, which is covered in dark 
green, blue and purple images 
of feathers that repeat through-
out the garment in crystalline-
like cubes.
King had her designer friend 
and fellow textiles and ap-
parel senior, Liz Wong, walk 
around with her jacket, allow-
By Kate Ergenbright
Daily Texan Staff
Peter Hedges, author of the crit-
ically acclaimed “What’s Eating 
Gilbert Grape” and the screen-
plays for “About A Boy” and 
“Dan in Real Life,” offers an in-
timate look at marriage, parent-
hood and temptation in his first 
novel in 12 years, “The Heights.” 
The novel follows Tim Welch, a 
private-school history teacher, 
and his wife, Kate, a stay-at-home 
mom with two small boys. Their 
lives are turned upside down 
when the uniquely beautiful and 
captivating Anna Brody moves 
into their neighborhood with her 
rich, philandering husband and 
young daughter.
In their neighborhood, the his-
toric Brooklyn Heights, Tim and 
Kate are surrounded by flaunt-
ed affluence. As one of the only 
middle-class families in the area, 
they feel the burden of living in 
New York with only Tim’s mea-
ger teaching salary to survive on 
— until, out of the blue, Anna is 
offered a fantastic job opportunity 
working for a large corporation’s 
charity foundation. 
Meanwhile, Anna Brody, the 
newest addition to the Heights, 
wades through the many invi-
tations and requests for friend-
ship from her wealthy neigh-
bors. She zeroes in on the Welch-
es, bringing them into her myste-
rious world. Little do they know, 
however, that they are getting 
in way over their heads and that 
their friendship with Brody could 
take a disastrous toll on their 
relationship.
“The Heights” is a quick read, 
although not a very enjoyable one. 
Hedges does a good job of creat-
ing fully developed and realistic 
characters, but none of them are 
particularly likeable, which makes 
it difficult for readers to take plea-
sure in the novel. I often found 
myself wanting to yell at Kate for 
her unappreciative attitude and at 
Tim for his emotional weaknesses. 
Both characters could have used 
a good stern talking to. The end-
ing is satisfying and the narrative 
style, with each small chapter told 
McQueen inspires ‘High Voltage’ show 
BOOK REVIEW
Shannon Kintner | Daily Texan Staff 
Above, seniors Alexandra King and Liz Wong admire King’s personally created fabric, inspired by birds of paradise and Alexander McQueen designs. The two will display 
their other designs in the senior fashion show at the end of the month. Below, several patterns created by the students. 
SHOW continues on page 11
Cakes make sour messages sweeter
By Mark Lopez
Daily Texan Staff
The sound of Hockey’s debut 
single, “Too Fake,” recalls a time 
and place where disco-style, punk-
influenced dance music reigned 
supreme. It is a comforting sound, 
but one that can become monoto-
nous if not done correctly. 
The members of Hockey in-
clude singer Benjamin Grubin, 
guitarist Brian White, bassist Jer-
emy Reynolds and drummer 
Anthony Stassi. 
Hockey has been around for 
the past two years and released 
their debut album, Mind Chaos, in 
September of 2009. The band has 
also performed on “Later with 
Jools Holland” and “Late Night 
with Jimmy Fallon.” 
Another one of their singles, 
“Learn to Lose,” which was re-
leased prior to their debut album, 
seems reminiscent of the song 
“Honeybear” by art-rock trio Yeah 
Yeah Yeahs.   
While the band plays heavily 
on the aesthetic of pop-influenced 
rock music, Hockey’s sound can 
seem a little trying at times, and 
Grubin’s vocals can seem as if he 
is trying hard to reach a point of 
no return but ends up falling flat. 
Hockey has also garnered sev-
eral comparisons to The Strokes 
and LCD Soundsystem, and lis-
tening to the band, it is easy to 
understand how those interpre-
tations came about. However, 
Hockey lacks an immense amount 
of the originality that The Strokes 
conjured on Is This It.   
Band draws hard-to-meet 
comparisons since debut 
Courtesy of Hockey
Hockey will bring their disco-style, punk-influenced dance music to 
Emo’s on Friday.
HEIGHTS continues on page 11
CAKE  continues on page 11
WHAT:  Hockey (with The 
Constellations and The Postelles)
WHERE: Emo’s (outside stage)
WHEN: Friday.  Doors open at 
9 p.m.
TICKETS: $10
‘ e Heights’
delves into
married life,
temptation
Digital prints will dominate annual fashion expo
Hockey provides rhythm 
to dance; originality isn’t 
there, according to critics
‘‘We have all had our moments in life where we just want to
lash out.”
 — Adam 
Avramescu
Co-founder of Say It 
With Cookie Cake
Danielle Villasana| Daily Texan Staff 
Adam Avramescu, English and liberal arts honors student and co-founder of Say It With Cookie Cake, bakes 
and delivers cookie cakes iced with phrases such as “Who farted?” or “Suck it.”
MUSIC continues on page 12
“Birds of Para
dise” Alex Kin
g “Rorschach” Liz Wong
“Untitled” Jackie William
son
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